
A $10,000 snowfall Excalibur 
wishes you 
happy 
holidays.

By Paul Stuart
It cost York about $10,000 to dig out from 

under the 15 centimetres of snow dumped onto 
the campus by Monday’s blizzard, which shut 
the university down early.

As long lines of traffic crawled out to Keele 
Street, York Vice-President W.W. Small gave 
the order to close the university at 3:45 pm. 
While the Toronto Sun reported the TTC to be 
running just half-an-hour behind schedule, for 
some it was a different story, the journey home 
turning into a long, frustrating ordeal.

Bruce Gates, a first-year student in Founders 
College, gave up hope of taking his regular 
4:00 pm Keele bus and ate supper on campus.

He returned to Complex One’s Keele bus stop 
at 7:10, joining a student who had already been 
waiting an hour. The bus lumbered onto the 
campus shortly after 9:00. The driver told 
Gates he had left Lansdowne Station at 4:00.

The bus made it back to Lansdowne at 11:50 
and Gates walked through the dopr of his home 
near the Lakeshore as 12:10 am, Tuesday 
morning. He was seven hours late. “How’s that 
for service?” he asked on Tuesday afternoon.

As commuters struggled to get home in time 
for Christmas, Cornelius Van Ginkel, York’s 
Superintendent of Grounds, was overseeing the 
University’s snow-removal operations. He 
estimates that York paid contractors about 
$5,000 to plough the large parking lots.

Van Ginkel said Physical Plant’s 
clearing operation cost “close to the 
figure.”

The university uses its own equipment to 
clear the smaller parking lots and campus 
roads.

One saving in snow-removal expenses has 
accrued due to the smaller amounts of salt and 
sand Physical Plant spreads over icy road
ways. Van Ginkel described the way salt 
splashes over curbs and is gradually absorbed 
into the ground, damaging the roots of grass 
and trees. So to protect our leafy friends, he has 
ordered that smaller quantities of salt be 
spread.
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Picket line greets
Robert's debut 
as chancellor

M

m By Agnes Kruchio
Marching in a procession of 

formally garbed academics, former 
premier John Robarts was met by 
demonstrators in mediaeval 
costumes on his way to become 
York University’s new chancellor 
last week.
••OiAnrJIlnr read'ng The demonstrators’ fears were

Chancellor Robarts, defend what echoed during the inauguration 
you began, stop the cutbacks, and ceremony by Paul Hayden, 

Reduction m studem aid equals president of the Council of York 
university for the rich, about 50 Student Federation as he welcomed 
professors, students and teaching the incoming chancellor . He said, 
assistants formed a silent cordon as “Chancellor Robarts, we welcome 
the procession entered Moot Court you to the York University com-

™ at Osgoode Hall. munity. We need all the help we can
g According to one demonstrator, get •>
| the cut in government financing In his address, York president H. 
5 ?ome Just 35 the universities have Ian Macdonald said York has a 
§ begun to open up to new groups to larger proportion of 
t whom 11 was c*°sed before. “It’s children of immigrants than other 
ô n^w 8rouPs such as immigrants universities. As many as 44 percent 

w ose parents could not go to of York’s undergraduates have part-
3,re time jobs, working 12 or more especially affected,” said Leslie hours per week

Sanders, chief steward of the “i believe in the university ” he 
graduate assistants association. said, “and I believe it is more 

We re concerned for the quality relevant than ever.” 
of education at York, she said. In response to the demonstrators, 
Because professors have larger former Premier Robarts said 
workloads, they may not have time universities go through periods of 
to conduct research on which York’s euphoria and periods of distress.

By Maxine Kopel Eisen, “if the government does not Soviet Union has been thrown into 'r)ternatlo"al reputation depends. This, he said, is natural.
Sleeping bags, pillows, in- take a stand and remains silent, it is prison somewhere in the U.S.S.R. Jbereare fears that as many as 400 “We will not see anything like the 

formation leaflets, and gallons of supporting and condoning the issue, for being an "enemv of the state " P^rt-^rue professors may loose their mid-fifties or sixties.” he said. “The
water decorate the Bear Pit today. We will be reminded of this in the Possible punishment: DEATH” jobs, she said. fact is, Ontario is not doing too
It is Day 8 of a hunger strike against next election.” Telegrams have been sent to Joe . Jlf ^ h’ heaC? of a de,eugat!on well,” he said. “So I might as weU
Russian transgressions of the A telegram to federal opposition Clark, Ed Broadbent, Minister of iw ,fr0m,a fPecfia^ ™eetmg held at say, get used to it” he added. When
Helsinki agreement, and m support parties reads, in part, “The External Affairs Donald Jamieson ‘hat trnie by the faculty association, later asked by a reporter whether the
of Russian prisoner Anatoly Canadian government has stood by and Prime Minister Trudeau. An said the lack ot proper financing is universities have to accept the zero-
Sbaramky. silently too long. Grain deals excerpt of one of the daily Trudeau ^.rv C1]in<L a universities • growth policy of the government, he

The 12 hunger strikers, some of continue, technology is exported, telegrams states, “we urge you to ■ Overloaded classrooms, replied “Everyone has to accept the
whom have not returned home since and Soviet hockey teams are still take the initiative regarding Anatoly ^“equate facilites, excessive conditions which the society is in.”
the strike began, are determined to invited, thereby giving tacit ap- Sharansky and other Soviet Jews teachin« loads for teachers short He said he did not yet know whether
remain on the strike until the proval to the injustices perpetrated who are asking for the right to £ ,ge ““dents, he said, he would make representations to
Trudeau government takes a public by the Kremlin. emigrate. Please take a stand today frofess°rs d.°unot have enough time the government on York’s behalf,
stand m support of their demands. “Sharansky, famous for his against ehe U.S.S.R.’s blatant spend Wlth students, hours of “I’ll have to work out details with

According to striker Danny struggle for human rights in the disregard of the Helsinki llbrafy are cu.1 down> and student the university administration,” he
Agreement. Please stand up and be semces such as the writin« said,
counted for human rights. ’ ’

Eisen claims that members of 
Trudeau’s party will be questioning 
him privately about the Sharansky

-û'SrsïstSïïf! tu°' sT pr°"rr; t p'^as.nrth™i^-”dsalary package offered by the JL™.6"1 paym5nt bas®d on th® some are experiencing bouts of pain,
university amounting to 9 6 per cent ^search, creative and One striker fainted and has sub
inincrements. 8 P contnbutions and deteir- sequently terminated striking.

Following lengthy negotiations w r y iadlvldual umts> whlch However, spirits are high as all are 
which began last summer dep^.mf,nts°.r • confident Trudeau will respond,
professors will receive 6.5 per cent sect,°n of the llbrary' Thls ™cr“ Reporters and camera lights have 
increases to allow for the increased .^T01? a pool of become common sights within the
cost of living. Professors earning bShe^ntrLf‘dC ^ th,S purpose Pit as international newspapers have 0 
less than$32,730 whichincludesthl bythecontract- Packed up the story through news °
majority of teachers at York, will Negotiations will beam in wlEf serv,c“; . „ cereceive an additional $425 to the cost February for the new twVyear .. ^b°ne ^al,s to Ru.ss,a“ refu“niks |l 
of living allowance. Professors contract which is to begin in May of were m^11^ em'*ratl1°“ n8hts) |l 
™8 mor=than that, but less than next year. At that time® 11 clauses in neJda™?o rS^^ riféîheiTei" ll

Sir-"’-* -■» «

workshop are among the first 
casualties.

He said the new chancellor, who 
was education minister when York 
University was formed, is “in a 
particularly advantageous 
position” to mount a defence for 
York.
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Danny Eisen and Shelley Bruckner, two of the twelve hunger strikers, look over petitions they have collected.

In defense off Sharansky

Hunger strike in 2nd week

Faculty,admin. settle iir-*zi

m
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New chancellor Robarts faces one of the anti-cutbacks picketers.
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Bearprt opens 
hunger strike

PUBLIC NOTICE MANUFACTURER'S
CLEAROUT01

JOHNSON 40 
CHANNEL

?
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££ -M CB. By Maxine Kopel

Chants of “Let Shransky Go!” 
Am Yisrael Chai” (The

Model 4145 
retail value of 
$229.95 or less 

will clear to 
completion at

and
People of Israel must live) rang 
throughout Central Square last 
Wednesday as nearly 100 dancing 
and singing students marked the 
opening of a hunger strike in behalf 
of Russian prisoner Anatoly 
Shransky and against Russian 
transgressions of the Helsinki 
Agreement on human rights.

I I <7

$79.97ill •JtfilllJiI
one year parts 

and labour, full 
warranty.

IT-

THE
P£iUtOp£T

For delivery anywhere in 
Ontario. Call in town 482 3222 or 481-0123 

Out of town call 1-800-268-8821 toll free 
Cadi or cheque, other 

methods of payment, add $3.00

Renowned folk singer Shlomo 
Carlbach led the group as almost 
400 spectators stood by.

Victor Fradkin, 20, a 3rd year 
science student, spoke with Radio 
York’s John Thompson, of the 
years he spent in Russia before 
emigrating to Canada two years 
ago.

THE BRISTOL PLACE HOTEL • 950 DIXON RD. 
AT TORONTO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT CB TOWN 3406 Y0NGE ST. TORONTO

“I’ve spent 18 years of life in 
Russia. I wish I spent it here. People 
are oppressed. They are afraid for 
themselves, and for their realtives. 
When people leave, their relatives 
may have problems. ’ ’

Fradkin maintains the Helsinki 
agreement guaranteeing human 
rights, which was signed by the 
Soviet Union was not publicized in 
Russia.

The Canadian emigrant also 
spoke of emigration obstacles. “My 
father was an engineer and was 
dismissed when he applied for a 
visa. I was let go from university.

“It took us four months to get a 
visa. This is a relatively short time. 
The average is seven to 10months.” 
Fradkin and other Russian 
emigrants claim that visas can 
sometimes take years to secure.

“I’d like to go back and see my 
friends and my mother’s grave. 
Unless the system changes, I’ll never 
go back permanently. ’ ’

Barb Albert, a first year student, 
set a somber tone for the vigil. “Go 
home and think about freedom as 
Canadians. If we were speaking like 
this in Russia, we would be arrested 
as parasites of the land. We’re very 
lucky. Come support us for human 
rights and human dignity.”
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trees. So life-like that you can almost smell 
the north wood fragrance. Each tree comes in 
a sturdy storage box complete with stand.

SCOTCH PINE
Beautifully bushy 
. . . one piece top 
assembly ... 10
year manufacturer's 
warranty . . . bright 
forest green.
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green boughs - extremely life
like - will hi-iight your kolidoy

i r ■

! DELUXE WREATH
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aaaaan 1er year# and ytdra.
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■f
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r to* 2141 Upa 
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$7.99only
43999
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rape. ReRa el 75' . .
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Bottom . Only

Vary full pine garland, 
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• matching clusters of con- $8.99«.i3sw,Vaut cbeice af Spider Planta — Ji Weekdays 8:30-7:00 
Thurs. 6 Fri. till 9:00 

Sat. 9:00-6:00
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Grad visa students in fees limbo
have the transition students 
exempted from the new ruling but 
their plea was rejected.

Now it is up to the universities and 
students to solve the problem.

Several universities have come to 
the rescue of their transition 
students. Trent and McMaster have 
waived the fee increase, and U of T 
has set up a special scholarship 
program.

Meanwhile at York, the Senate 
Academic Planning and Policy 
Committee is considering the 
establishment of a special 
scholarship fund.

According to David Atkinson, 
assistant to executive vice-president 
George Bell, the fund is likely to be 
financed by contributions from 
members of the York community.

an artificial one, provincially im
posed”, said Skakich. “Inpraticeit 
doesn’t work that way.”

“Also, when entering graduate 
studies you’re expected to go right 
through to your doctorate. Most of 
us were granted admission con
tingent on our willingness to work 
towards a PhD.”

Last spring Ontario universities 
appealed before the government to

“Should the administration 
decide not to aid the students it will 
be financially impossible for most of 
us to continue,” said Skakich.

At present the main sources of 
support for foreign graduate 
students are graduate assistantships 
which pay from $2400 to $2700 for 
eight months work.

Skakich said other sources of 
income are scarce. Scholarships are 
few and outside employment is 
difficult to obtain because whether 
one works as a waitress or under a 
professor’s Canada Council grant, 
one must demonstrate to the 
government that no Canadians are 
qualified for the job.

fees.By Hugh Weslrup
Ten York graduate students 

caught between old and new 
government rulings may be forced 
to leave the university.

Their predicament has resulted 
from the Ministry of Colleges and 
Universities’ decision last summer 
to triple the tuition fees of foreign 
graduate students.

The regulation affects primarily 
those foreign students entering 
graduate studies since September of 
this year. However, it is worded to 
include students already in the 
Masters program who plan on 
continuing to the PhD level. When 
these MA students become PhD 
candidates they are classified as 
“new” students and must 
automatically pay the higher tuition

The ten foreign students at York 
affected by this catch in the ruling 
have grouped together in the last 
month to seek ways of alleviating 
their sudden financial burden.

Sonia Skakich, leader of the 
group, said the ruling is unfair to the 
transition students because, unlike 
the new MA students, they came to 
York without the knowledge that 
their fees would be so high.

“If we had known about the fee 
increase we might have gone 
elsewhere, ’’said Skakich.

The students also think the ruling 
is unjust because it is based on an 
incorrect assumption about 
graduate study.

“The separation of a graduate 
program into MA and PhD levels is

_ ItÎ CYSFf

No answer yet in Forest question A student service
A column submitted by mem
bers of CYSF (Council of the 
York Student Federation). 
Views expressed are those of 
CYSF and /or individual mem
bers.

“openand public investigation” and “reinstate Dr. Forest.”
Becker remarked after the meeting that it would not have been fair to

By Laura Brown
“Who is Jeff Forest?”
This was the initial response of York President H. Ian Macdonald on Forest to stage a public inquiry, because the lecturer could have been sub- 

Tuesday night, when asked what steps the administration is taking over the jected to accusations and innuendo.
Jeffrey Forest case. According to Becker’s opening remarks, several students who had factual

Forest is an Atkinson lecturer who was arrested and charged with assault information about the November 4, 17 and 18 incidents were to come 
occasioning bodily harm, following controversial incidents in central square forward for questioning by members of the administration as well as by 

November 17 and 18. Three others were arrested after the incidents which Forest. The meeting was not open to the public due to a request for
anonymity by several of the students, Becker said.

Leslie Sanders, a representative from the Graduate Assistant’s 
Association presented a letter which objected to the meeting being held.

Sanders said the administration’s dealings with the Forest matter con
travenes the collective agreement between the university and the union 

Excalibur had contacted Macdonald after York assistant Vice-President concerning the disciplining of employees.
John Becker, said the Forest case is in “the President’s hands now”. Becker
was speaking in reply to a question following an aborted inquiry into the Forest, which it “doesn’t believe to be justified.” 
matter on November 30. Sanders maintained the university has a right to investigate the matter but

The inquiry ended after Forest left the meeting claiming the investigation has no right to act on it. 
was a “fraud” and that “any person who has democratic sentiments When Sanders’ statement ended, Forest applauded loudly, 
should walk out.” He proceeded to address the committee, outlining his grievances against

The meeting was held to investigate an incident at Bethune College on the meeting.
November 4, when a York student was forcibly evicted from an anti-racism 
meeting organized by the CPC (M-L).

The incidents at Central square on November 17 and 18 were also slated 
for discussion.

As the meeting began, James Nugent and other CPC(M-L) supporters witnesses, 
attempted to enter the meeting room. They were informed that it was not a 
public meeting and were ushered out of the room. During the 45 minute Becker said the meeting could not carry on, since Forest was no longer 
meeting the group remained outside banging on the door and chanting, available to question witnesses.

on
occurred during heated discussions about Zionism.

Forest is a supporter of the Communist Party of Canada (Marxist - 
Leninist) (CPCM-L).

Macdonald said Forest will be asked to meet with a hearing committee, at 
a time to be established within the next couple of days.

On Thursday, December 1, 1977 
with the concurence of the finance 
committee and the executive of 
CYSF the term deposit with the 
Toronto Dominion Bank was 
collapsed and a new 30 day note was 
acquired at the United Trust.

She said the GAA has filed a grievance concerning the suspension of

CYSF is bringing Dr. 
Harry Parrott, Minister of 
Colleges and Universities, 
to the campus tomorrow. 
From 10 to 11 a.m. he will 
give a brief on the new 
OSAP regulations and an
swer questions from the 
audience. It’s in Curtis I.

Forest said the inquiry was merely a “kangaroo court” which was held in 
order to prepare conditions to fire him.

He said that he was not given sufficient notice of the meeting to prepare 
his case and his ban from the campus prevented him from gathering any

Forest left the inquirty as soon as he finished speaking. At that point
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Visit First Lady Ear Pearcing Departments Available At
1. ALL EA TON’S WIG DEPAR TMENTS (full store hours)
2. ROBER T SIMPSON’S JE WELLER Y 

DEPARTMENTS 
Queen Street Monday & Tuesday 
Wednesday, Thursday & Friday 
ALL DAY SA TURD A Y 
ALL OTHER TORONTO AREA STORES 
Thursday & Friday 
ALL DA Y SA TURD A Y

LET OUR QUALIFIED TECHNICIANS 
HIGHLIGHT YOUR EARS IN JUST SECONDS.

MEN MOST WELCOME!
EAR PIERCING COMPLETE WITH 
HYPO-ALLERGENIC STEEL STUDS 
GOLD PLA TED STUDS 
SPARKLING BIRTH STONE STUDS 
“FEATURING THE DIAMOND LOOK”

11:00 to 5:00 
11:00 to 9:00
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5:30 to 9:30 <1

NARROW 
MEDIUM 

& WIDE WIDTHS 
AVAILABLE$8.99 

$ 9.99 
$12.99

«

LOLA'S SHOESNOW
3527 BATHURST ST.

(SOUTH OF THE 401)
FREE PARKING AT REAR

PHONE: 787-8834
OPEN THURSDAYS 

TILLS P.M.
OPEN SUNDAYS 

10-5 P.M.

*37BONUS COUPON
Present this coupon to any First Lady Ear Piercing de
partment and receive $2.00 OFF Regular Price on Ear 
Piercing with your favourite studs. ONL Y ONE 
COUPON accepted against each Ear Piercing.

OFFER EXPIRES JAN. 8 78.

$2 extra for weaver
CLARKE'S POLYVELDT $37.

OFFER EXPIRES DECEMBER 31st
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Some progress in Grad talks 
but still some unsettled issues

By Scott Clayton
The GAA (Graduate Assistants 

Association), in a press release 
issued Tuesday, stated that although 
some progress has been made in 
negotiations with the university, 
there has been a breakdown in talks 
over unresolved issues.

GAA

Crawford says that the in
crease for TA’s has a “rider at
tached”. Only $2360 of their salary 
will be considered a wage for 
teaching, and the remainder will be 
in the form of a “grant-in-aid” 
(bursary).

The GAA believes this to be 
unsatisfactory as it gives the 
university the ability to manipulate 
the bursary in future years.

The university offer is in response 
to the demands of the GAA for wage 
parity between the TA’s and part- 
time faculty who receive $500 less 
than the former for the same work.

The press release said that the 
negotiating team will report the 
latest offer to the General Mem
bership on December 13, at which 
time, says Crawford, “the 
strike mandate may well be exer
cised”.

spokesperson Ilene
Crawford says there has been no 
resolution on such issues as job 
security, parity in wages between 
teaching assistants (TA’s) and part- 
time faculty, benefits, and an ap
pointments procedure.

The University has offered part- 
time tutors an increase of 7.3% to 
bring their wages up to $11.80 per 
hour from $11.00. Course Directors 
have been offered a 8.1% increase 
from $3100 to $3350. Teaching 
Assistants will have their stipend 
increased by 11.1% from $2700 to 
$3000.

?
V

Enrolments plunge in NYC à
By Harvey Finder

The future of Ontario universities 
is unfolding in New York City.

As a result of the near bankruptcy 
of New York City, grants to the City 
University of New York were 
severely restricted in 76-77. The lack 
of funds necessitated the imposition 
of tuition fees of approximately 
$600, the first time tuition had been 
charged.

It also resulted in the ending of the 
Open Admissions program, which 
had been instituted as a partial 
solution to discrimination against 
minority groups.

The impact of both measures was 
a drastic drop in enrolment. At 
Brooklyn College, a constituent 
college of CUNY, enrolment 
dropped 40 percent, from 37,000 to 
22,000. This resulted in the ter
mination of 389 faculty jobs, with 
another 60-100 being lost this year.

York dropped almost 5 percent in 
enrolment hits year, with freeze on 
spending of $1.5 million and the

hiring of faculty. It is projected that 
next year cuts in the order of four to 
five million dollars will be 
necessary.

The provincial government, 
which provides the majority of the 
funds for universities, wants to stop 
provincial deficit financing of $2 
billion a year. While university 
financing is being increased by 
about 5 percent inflation at 8-9, it is 
entirely possible that funds could be 
forzen (as they were with capital 
expenditures five years ago) or even 
reduced.

Opposition to Vorster 
discussed at meetingsFee hike affects 

Ont. visa students By Mac Musaby major theme of the two day
It is now over a year since student meetings sponsored by the TWSU 

demonstrations in Soweto township (Third World Student Union) dealt 
drew the struggle of South African with the Vorster regime’s latest wave 
blacks for basic rights and equality of repression aimed at isolating and 
to the attention of Canadians. intimidating any kind of internal

This tragic message of thousands opposition, 
who were either killed, imprisoned 

An article on page 9 of the or forced to flee from an ever more 
December 1 Excalibur bore the repressive regime, was brought to 
headline “Council suggests tuition the campus last week by the 
increase”. The word “tuition’’ representatives of two black 
should have read “fee”, as this is the nationalist organizations, PAC 
type of increase suggested by the (Pan Africanist Congress) and ANC 
CYSF. (African National Congress). The

Dif
ferential fees are the cause of a 32 
per cent drop in the number of visa 
students enrolled in the first year of 
graduate programs at the Ontario 
Institute for Studies in Education, 
says an institute administrator.

Since the differential fee was 
implemented in September, 
Ontario’s visa students are paying 
tuition fees two and a half times 
those of Canadian and landed 
immigrant students in the province.

TORONTO (CUP)
|

Correction
Both organizations, which were 

banned inside South Africa since the 
1960’s stated the South African 
rulers had once again brandished 
their authority for all to see. In order 
to deal with the growing mass 
protest against senseless acts of state 
terrorism, the Vorster regime un
leashed the most far - reaching 
press censorship yet, arresting 
hundreds, outlawing Black and 
other anti-apartheid organizations 
and violently repressing public 
demonstrations.

MR. SUBMARINE
PAC representative Trofomo 

Souo claimed that with Steven 
Biko’s (leader of the Black Con- 
ciousness Movement) death the 
official toll of “suicides” among 
Black prisoners in the last 18 
months, had risen to at least twenty. 
This provoked an angry reaction 
from even the staunch supporters of 
the apartheid regime.

“While mass repression has been 
a way of life for blacks of South 
Africa for over a century now; it is 
also a warning that this latest crack
down knows no bounds or colours. 
Anyone who speaks out for Black 
peoples’ aspirations no matter how 
conservative or radical will be 
victim,” said Souo.

The present government’s policy 
of “detente” based on the notion of 
peaceful co-existence is not sup
posed to be disturbed under any 
condition, stated Meny Lesch, a 
representative of ANC which has a 
substantial following inside the 
country. Moreover this “peaceful 
coexistence” means a society in 
which the the white minority has all 
of the power, land and most of the 
money. The Black majority cannot 
hold a job or choose where to live 
except under rigid conditions set by 
whites.

r
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The government actions came, 
according to Lesch, at a time of 
growing economic recession which 

• had already begun to bring together 
many of the previously antagonistic 

Î J/ black groups. With unemployment 
W phenomenally high and the 
W official rate of inflation running at 

18 per cent, concessions to the black 
iTHo masses were abandoned, in order to 

salvage a rapidly eroding status - 
quo.

asnmmt*
from fife 

Excalibur staff

o

• W

w
There is little sign of progress 

from South Africa’s rulers said 
Lesch. In the middle of the terror 
Vorster called a smap election, 
hoping to mobilize the white 

" electorate to resist the international
pressure for change.

Ironically, the growing internal 
repression has put South Africa’s 
traditional Nato allies such as 
France, Britain and America in an 
embarassing situation, and has led 
to the public condemnation a regime 
built on the repression of human 
dignity.
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letters & comment
They argue USSR is democratic

Wt tetters should be addressed to the Editor, Excalibur, room III, Central Square 
letter8J 0r double sPeoed. and keep them to around 260 words. 

Name, address and phone number must be Included, but name will be withheld on 
request. Excalibur reserves the right to edit for grammar and length.

Deadline Monday 4pm.

and immigrant from the Soviet PIIS . Deputies are elected to these Novosti Press Agency, 6.1 percent
Union, Isabella Kravez (Excalibur, jftiJ o M e bodies through universal and of Soviet citizens engaged in
1 Dec. ’77) raises a number of ||1| * . ^JL l » equal su.ffrage. There are no scientific careers were Jews; 6.9 per
questions which in our opinion qualifications or restrictions in the cent in literature and journalism; 5.2
require a reply. There are two issues «■ •* 8 sja election of deputies, the majority of per cent in the arts; and 3.4 per cent
which seem to be embodied in the y '','}om ®5 wor*cers with more than in medicine,
article and which are consistently Jf ~f| || .£ ,5LV>f)his “umber being women. In There are more Soviet high school
found in off-campus media items W ê ^ ? 8 ff ?il Jf. f» ’ j . ' 1976 ,ther.e were over two million students who profess Judaism than
on the socialist countries: (a) Soviet F £« 11 ; fil ?ji Jj f 'I h * deputies m a total population of any other ethnic group and there are
Democracy and (b) Soviet Jews. of » ê$ * ? If iff! {;f «* f nearly 260 million. These freedoms more Jewish students as a whole

With regard to democracy in the I f » S f 6 #'•« ilifj |?.t wer* defended during World War II than in Israel, whose Jewish
Soviet Union, Kravez decries the £ * * , - | against the onslaught of fascist population is roughly 50 per cent
socialist system because of the | ST ' ; f ##£ forces. In the process the Soviet more than that of the USSR. 10% of
absence of democracy: “Russians g ' Vni^n lo? more than 54 million all Lenin Prize winners are Jews,
don’t know what’s happening. They £ 'dead and another 70 million Jewish newspapers and journals
only know what’s happening from 5 WÊF» wounded. in Yiddish and the various national
the papers and they are government fThe rights and duties of Soviet languages, are available. There are
controlled.” Obviously, Kravez has Lener taKes issue-Wlth Free Sharansky” campaign. citizens are protected in the statutes several Jewish theatrical companies
become enamoured with the con- words are used all too often to warp “îihertv”? inran-,Ho ,u «, °.f.the Constitution of the USSR; and musical ensembles. Synagogues
«PB of'•freedom” and “libeny” »,tamo such an extent that the lim mL?™ Act 1onS,l" ?ls »'"• *.<»“ = democratic have not been closed down: in fact
and has chosen to join the chorus in of baby seals and whales take on Sp £♦ continuing discussion which reached into the several function throughout the
accusing the Soviet Union of more importance than the lives of fav™ in ’ h* freedoms smallest village, a new Constitution country.
violating the principles of the fishermen and their families; to pay indeed You h^HobeaLVeTîhi h *S .adoPtcd which enriched and Jews or other Soviet citizens
Helsinki Agreement, of denying low wages, create unemployment; driferent riiteroîetatiiT of developed the concepts embodied in wishingtoemigratearefreetodoso.
human rights to,ts citizens. increase prices, and make highe; SoSbÆÏÏSiÏÏÎSïï » ^ u Nor does Soviet law forbid people to

*u w,hatdo these words education increasingly inaccessible; f“the^Soviet Unioîtt'is o„r f H.owever’ ,these ri8hts and travel; in fact, last year three million 
freedom and liberty’’mean? At to elect what many people consider conîemionthà? there exkn a Adorns are interdependent with Soviet citizens visited other nations.

ZniTf he$e r^s had a truly t0 be a “Tweedledum” and ^ more ubs^tii kind of an,foveralJ responsibiiity to the The Western media has made a
meaningful ring to them - as a step “Tweedledee” every few years. democrat There e^rvci^? h « weif"? and well-being of all citizens great noise out of the restrictions,
forward from preceding socio- Did not US Presidents Johnson ,ncludin8 Soviet Jews engaged in the wholly justified in our opinion, the
economic formations. Today, in and Nixon attempt to bomb Indo- narriciDation inïhe codal anH c°n«ructlon of.a socialist society. Soviet authorities have placed on
ecoSe?'lththcapiUdl?ltI co.ntrollcd China off the face of the map in the poli icaHifè of theiî countîl Afteï at,° Sov‘* Jew*’ In the 1970 travel abroad by certain categories
economies they still have a name of “freedom”? Was not the the cSobï SocEt^Sution fn census Jews made up less than one of occupations such as state em- 
rSWhK freely elected government of 9n the organ?ôf «ov^mment the r* cent total population (this ployees, armed forces personnel,
^°uld b awar<;. of and which Salvador Allende in Chile over- polit cal Cdatfonf SS’the J>8ure could have been higher except common criminals and other

ltmJ,a“ye«ended- thrown and thousands of Chileans democratic form of So^eîs Sf L" ■ murder?us flwties of the assorted misfits, whose release
But can it not be said that these murdered in the interests of Working Peoples^DeDuties f Sr“w'forc*s durin« could be utilized by states hostile to

woncing Peoples Deputies. World War II). Yet according to the the USSR. It is proper that these
potential anti-Soviet elements 
should be dealt with according to 
Soviet law.

But what it all boils down to is the 
fact that Western monopoly capital,

The letter from the vice-president allocate “a further $500 to obtain a havine destroyed the commuer „ • • u. . t , ably aided by Zionist propaganda,
of finance, Tom Silverhart, in last lawyer for a student radical who centrî and Vo Silv^hLt hi °P[n,on whlch obtained office are using these so-called dissidents
issue, contained an attack on the destroyed the computer centre at Sir cnpd fnr Hhi,> Silverhart could be without stating its position clearly to to attempt to discredit and
United Left Slate when it formed the George Williams University in , 1’ ■ . . the students who elected them, dermine the gains made by the
majority administration of the 1975- Montréal”. I don’t know of any rhi [nfr^inth"8 USCd Hopefully, in the coming elections, socialist countries and as a
76CYSF. such allocation and I would further ,n TZl ,h Pagn o{ fxcallbur( candidates will present the positions smokescreen to cover up the

Firstly Silverhart accuses the advise Silverhart to be considerably Silverhart’s bît unfortuna°tSv hef 2'^ • ° i!?.plement Western economies’ own short-
counc.1 of having “approximately more careful of what he writes, since represents the orïl C bodL of when 3,1(1 lf they obtain office. comings.

S,Udml ” “ — °f opEn ôn fhtCYSF A S 3
What he hasn’t stated is that the 

same ULS council allocated $5,000 
in its budget to the new council to 
take care of any outstanding ac
counts and any expenses required 
during the summer period prior to 
receiving the new operating grant 
from the university administration.

Secondly, Silverhart claims that 
the ULS council “ended the

i

Another view of the ULS council
un-

Nick Fierros 
Norm Faria 

Debo
Abie Weisfeld, ULS-NDP 

Grad rep. on CYSF

What to do with an empty Blue
k lullliyear

with expenditures exceeding revenue 
by approximately $7,000”. This is 
not true. The financial accounts of 
the CYSF were balanced at the end 
of the 1975-76 term. What the ULS 
did do was spend funds that were 
left to its council by the previous 
year’s council which was revenue to 
the CYSF.
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Thirdly, Silverhart alleges that the 
books of the council were not in 
order. I challenge him to show 
where there is one case of ex
penditure being made without 
authorization from the council 
(it doesn’t have to be as big an 
error or deception as his putting 
away $10,000 without proper 
authorization). Furthermore, 
balanced books were kept and 
presented at less than half the cost of 
the wages of the current business 
manager of CYSF. The delay and 
minor disorganization of the books 
were due to the multiple transitions 
in the position of CYSF book
keeper.

Fourthly, yes $500 was allocated 
for a study on Uganda. This was a 
study done in association with the 
Black Students Union which wanted 
a study printed attacking Idi Amin 
as a dictator and murderer, so that it 
could be circulated underground in 
Uganda. It could find no other 
means of publishing the material 
and the ULS could only be faulted 
for providing too great an amount, 
if one wished to. The study was 
subnutted, which I know since I 
saw it myself in my position of 
external affairs vice-president at the 
time._

Fifthly, the ULS council did not

n
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We must all keep questioning the negut says. Well, not quite. There ispart - time — much more than 
others. It really wasn’t much nature and extent of the so-called one bright spot in the midst of all 
consolation to hear Robarts tell us at budget‘crisis’. In particular, certain this depressing reality. 'York 
the installation ceremony that, in other aspects of the overall situation students want smaller classes, 
effect, he’s seen it all before in the must be pointed out: survey shows.’ That was the
1930’s, that you get fat periods and • provincial government allocations headline to a piece in the York 
lean periods (no prize for guessing to universities to rise by only 5.8 Gazette, November 25th, issue.

Clifford Jansen, associate 
currently at 8.8 per cent (end of professor in sociology, undertook

an analysis of student enrolment last 
remarks about how much he enjoys • the share of governmental spring and found that the first
teaching much help to us as we revenues coming from corporate choice improvement desired by all
contemplate such aspects of the taxation has decreased quite con- 514 students surveyed was for
cutbacks situation as : siderably in the past 15 years, while reduced (University) class size.
• departments asked by Dean of the share from personal taxation has It’s good to know that York
Arts, Sidney Eisen, to submit increased in the same period; students really do care about the
budgets that entail cuts of four, • here at York, the central ad- Quality of the learning that goes on 
eight or 12 per cent; ministration budget rose by 95 at York. Unfortunately, their voice-
• Atkinson College is considering percent in the period 1973-74 to like ours - is likely to be somewhere

1976-77, while the budgets of out in the wilderness right now...
• teachers in Social Science Division Glendon, Atkinson, and the Faculty un*ess> of course, we all get together
are told that ‘re-allocation of of Arts rose by 44 percent in the and fight cutbacks in every way we
resources” wil result in two-hour same period; can. Phone, write, or call in person
seminars being dropped to one-hour • here at York, it seems that 18 new to our office, 129 McLaughlin 
in first-year courses; administrators were hired last year, College, 667-6341, with any ideas
• likelihood of even bigger class sizes but nobody can find out what that you might have for fighting 
next year, in seminar rooms that they’re doing (administering cut- 
were never intended to hold as many backs?), 
people as they now have to.

By Tony Woolfson 
GAA Chairperson

Last Thursday, the G.A.A. 
engaged in a bit of live theatre in 
order to get across the message 
about cutbacks. Along with YUFA, 
YUSA, CYSF, Atkinson College 
Students’ Association, and the 
Osgoode Legal and Literary 
Society, we welcomed ex-Premier 
John Robarts to the contemporary 
realities of life at the university of 
which he is the new chancellor.

The vestibule and corridors of 
that illustrious home of legal 
niceties, Osgoode Hall, rang out 
with the sound of our slogan, ‘They 
say cutback: We say fightback.’

In keeping with the solemnity of 
the occasion, several G.A.A. 
members dressed up in theatrical 
costume.

Reality is usually less theatrical of 
course. Cutbacks are for real, and 
they affect every single one of us at 
York. Quite obviously, they affect 
some of us — students, graduate 
student t.a.’s, part - time faculty,

"All which one we’re in), and that it’s all "bercent this year, with inflation 
part of the human condition.

Nor were President Macdonald’s October);together
now"
Grad
assistants'
holiday
message

axing 30 courses this year;

back.
Happy holidays, and well over the

‘And so it goes’, as Kurt Von- fast.

ExcaliDur Excalibur, I» the York University weekly and is independent politically Opinions 
expressed are the writer's and those unsigned are the responsibility of the editor. 
Excalibur attempts to be an agent of social change. Typography by Foto Set, printed at 
Delta Web, Excalibur is published by Excalibur Publications, a body incorporated under 
the laws of Ontario.
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It’s party time ¥\s'• t 
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-will be a party for all Excalibur contributors 
and friends. Drop by the office for details. 
There are lots of assignments to be handed out 
for No. 14...Thestaffmeetingisat 1 pm.

■
After the important items of delegates to the 
CUP conference, sub-editors’ honoraria and 
the term-end review are sent packing, there

)( letters

Cut Harbinger and Excalibur more, he says
from my own experience that this is 
not the case.”

Starkman’s experience was that he 
had one article rejected in the first 
week of the school year, and 
although he was invited to have 
another try, he never took Excalibur 
up on the offer.

Fifthly, Starkman writes, “the 
editors of Excalibur are the highest 
paid student editors in Ontario" in 
terms of the number of issues the

Enclosed is a letter which I sent to York member who wishes to write 
Paul Hayden. I would like it Forest the Bearpit was laudable, for the paper is able. I know from 
reprinted in Excalibur. As I have no Although the Excalibur with its my own experience that this is not 
confidence in your integrity as penchant for reporting only the thecase.
human beings, or in your ability as negative aspects of CYSF actions, The only control this year’s 
editors, I demand that it be printed neglected to mention it (sic), there editors should have is toco-ordinate 
in its entirety - or not at all. If it does were many of us who witnessed you the newspaper. They are not capable 
not appear in this Thursday’s making Forest the offer. His of editing someone else’s work, 
edition, I reserve the right to reprint declining the offer only manifested Anyone who writes a headline 
it in another publication. his inability to engage in an in- “Cuts could mean 30 less courses”

telligent and orderly discussion. {Excalibur November 3, 1977, page 
Obviously his intention is to create a 1 ) *s obviously ignorant of the basic 

I have been following the politics disturbance and not the espousing rules of English grammar, and 
of CYSF this year, and I would like of any ideal. Accordingly he should should not have control over 
to make a few comments regarding not be allowed on campus. I hope another person’s prose. I suspect

you make sure that he won’t be that there are several students who 
allowed to return. would like to contribute articles to

I believe that the time has come Excalibur, but cannot tolerate the 
for you to reduce the funds of dogmatic way it is run.
Excalibur. It is obvious that the In terms of the number of issues

concerning the events of that day: 
“Nugent and Forest turned down 
requests from CYSF president Paul 
Hayden to move into the Bearpit so 
pedestrian traffic would not be 
obstructed.”

Secondly, Starkman states that 
the Excalibur survey which invited 
readers to voice their views on the 
paper found that “72 percent of the 
university feels that the paper is too 
biased.”

In fact the word “too” did not 
appear in any of the response 
choices for the question Starkman is 
referring to. Nineteen people (44 
percent) responded that Excalibur 
was mildly biased. Twelve people 
(28 percent) indicated they found 
the paper extremely biased. As we 
pointed out, 43 responses in a 
community of over 25,000 is hardly 
a consensus.

Incidentally, a Toronto daily 
recently printed the results of a poll 
which found that over 50 percent of 
the Canadian public found 
Canadian newspapers “too” 
biased.

Thirdly, Starkman writes, “I 
have yet to see a faculty member 
submit an article, or even a letter to 
the editor.”

In fact, five faculty members have 
had articles published in Excalibur 
this year, and four faculty members 
have had letters published.

Fourthly, Starkman says that any 
York member should be allowed to 
write for Excalibur, and, “I know

Your decision to offer Professor

editors ha ve to put out.
A call to Canadian University 

Press in Ottawa revealed that for 
papers of comparable size(i.e. 
number of issues per year, number 
of pages) Excalibur’s two full-time 
editors are in the middle salary 
range, not the top. The two editors 
are paid $140 (before taxes) for a 
minimum 60-hour week.

Lastly, Starkman states that 
Excalibur is run in a “dogmatic 
way.”

The Excalibur staff meets twice 
weekly to discuss the paper’s and 
editors’ performance. A staff vote 
decides which stories appear on the 
front page, what topics are selected 
for editorials, and what stand these 
editorials will take, as well as many 
other matters. The staff also elects 
and can recall editors.

Excalibur welcomes submissions 
by those who disagree with anything 
it does. Excalibur attempts to print 
every letter received.

your performance as President.
Your decision to reduce Har

binger’s grant did not go far 
enough. The sort of individual who 
approaches a service like Harbinger, 
is usually in need of professional paper is being used as a propaganda they have to put out, the editors of
help. As I understand it, Harbinger organ by a group of individuals of a Excalibur are the highest paid
is not run by professionals, but by certain political persuasion. A student editors in Ontario (sic). It is 
volunteers who often suffer from survey which it conducted, but to not unreasonable for you to demand
problems as great, or even greater, which few people bothered to much higher standards than the
than do the people who come in for respond, indicated that 72 Vo of the paper has today, 
help. university feels that the paper is too

I realize that talking with people (sic) biased. (I would guess that the 
who have similar problems has its remaining 28 Vo were members of the 
value, but this should be sup- United Left Slate.) 
plementary to professional help.

Eric Starkman

Editor’s note - Excalibur hopes 
readers who have finished Mr. 

The newspaper deals with issues Starkman’s letter will read on to 
And it should only be done on a that are of concern to only a small hear our side of a number of issues 
voluntary basis. If you feel that it is number of students and has never he has raised,
necessary to offer a service like printed any articles which deal with Starkman claims Excalibur did
Harbinger, you should at least education. I have yet to see a faculty not report Paul Hayden’s requesting
insure that it is run by a professional member submit such an article, or Jeffrey Forest to move into the
who has a degree in a discipline even a letter to the editor (sic). Bearpit on November 21. The story
which relates to social problems. A If you decide to continue ap- which dealt with this event
B.A. in philosophy is hardly ap- propriating funds, I feel it is your (Excalibur, November 24, p. 2)
propriate. responsibility to insure that any includes the following paragraph

Ted Mumford 
Managing Editor
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The Forest tetters, vol. // The tetter the Star 
wouldn't printjactively serves to prepare condi- „%r: 

tions to assist the state in launch- ^ ■§. 
ing further attacks. This activity ü!"‘fÜ-.|| 
of Excalibur does nothing to aid the SlH 
resistance movement of the students fl 
but, instead, actually works to split 
the students in the face of an attack

mm ............. - à
'Forest: 

inquiry hoax
There has been a large amount of 

confusion generated over the recent by the enemy,
attacks against myself and the York The struggle at York is not simply
Student Movement, student wing of over whether I get my job back or 
the Communist Party of Canada n°t- Rather it is a struggle to defend 
(Marxist - Leninist) at York. The °.ur basic. interests, to defend our 
university administration is trying to r‘Bbt to disseminate and participate

in Marxist-Lenimst, progressive and 
democratic politics. All students, 
faculty and staff should oppose 
these attacks of the reactionary 
state, the university administration, 
the police and the Zionists.

END THE BAN!
IMMEDIATE REINSTATE

MENT!
FULL INVESTIGATION!

Enclosed are copies of my letters 
to the Editor of The Star. The Star 
has chosen to ignore them; fur
thermore, they have failed to print a 
basic explanatory paragraph of 
John Buttrick’s rebuttal.

Since Excalibur has also misstated 
Buttrick’s position, I would be 
grateful if you would print the 
enclosed letters for clarification.

proportion of Ontario students 
from low income families ever 
qualify for university education, the 
current university educational 
system supported by the Province 
represents an effective subsidy to the 
rich, financed in part by taxing the 
poor. Hence, as things are, raising 
tuition fees would in itself represent 
a progressive change.

Then, so as to give students from 
lower income groups the op
portunity to benefit from higher 
education according to their talent 
and not their financial capacity, 
Buttrick calls for several measures, 
including readily available student 
loans, the repayment of which 
would be made contingent upon 
income and capital gains as reported 
for income tax purposes, on a 
sliding scale (see page 68 of his 
report).

Two principles are involved here. 
First, by misrepresenting his argu
ment, you have treated in an ir
responsible and destructive manner 
a policy problem of fundamental 
importance to the community. One 
may disagree with Buttrick’s 
specific proposals, but no one who 
believes in a democratic society 
would disagree with his goal.

Secondly, by creating the im
pression that Buttrick represents an 
elitist, anti-social position, you have 
cast doubt on the integrity of a man 
who has been fighting all his life for 
social justice.

peddle the line that these attacks 
were not politically motivated but 
that they arise out of my “personal 
behaviour” i.e., that I go around 
hitting students and therefore I 
should not be allowed on campus.

They are trying to suggest that it is 
alright for 30-40 Zionists to attack 
the Marxist - Leninists but that it is 
illegal for the Marxist - Leninists to 
defend themselves and that when

Mr. Borden Spears 
Senior Editor 
The Toronto Star
Dear Mr. Spears:

Enclosed I send you a copy of my 
letter to the Editor of the Star 
concerning your paper’s report and 
editorial statement on John But- 
truck’s Educational Problems of 
Ontario.

I do not have to tell you that 
policies concerning university 
education are, at this time in par
ticular, of great importance to the 
community. Therefore, I am 
shocked and grieved that your paper 
has treated Buttrick’s contribution

Dr. Jeffrey Goodman Forestthey do, they are arrested and 
charged with every sort of trumped - 
up crime, of causing a disturbance 
by fighting and by shouting, of 
carrying dangerous weapons and of 
assaulting their attackers.

Further I was suspended and 
banned indefinitely by the university 
administration and now they are 
trying to float a kangaroo court 
under the hoax of holding an im
partial inquiry.

In fact, as these events show, I am 
being attacked solely because I am a 
Marxist - Leninist professor and 
because I actively support CPC(M-
L), the revolutionary party of the not really understand ’’Zionism”. . .
Canadian proletariat, which is However, I would like to say The 1SSUÇ arising from this un
based on Marxism - Leninism and something about what 1 feel and fortunate incident is not one of DaDer.seditoria, Dractices
proletarian internationalism. CPC what I think about Dr. Sorest. freedom of speech but rather it is the PaPer s edltonal Practices.
(M-L) stands for the overthrow 1 read the news through once, and "8™ of the minority to be protected 
of the reactionary bourgeoisie, the 1 found that some parts of the article from racist attacks and to be able to
U.S. imperialist domination of were trying to give us an impression llve in comfort and security. Fur-
Canada and the capitalist system that Dr. Forest was wrong and ther- another issue is to prevent the
itself through the revolutionary extreme. recurrence of these violent events,
mass struggles of the proletariat. Dr. Forest is an excellent lecturer. Certainly allowing this situation

The Party also supports the He always tried his best to explain t0 continue is bound to lead to
revolutionary struggles of the in- every single problem to us. Our class further violence and possibly
ternational proletariat and the was finished at 10 pm, but he and personal injury. I would suggest that
oppressed peoples for national and Marsha Forest stayed and discussed the university’s security service
social emancipation. The Party has with us until 10:30 or 11 pm! would be negligent in allowing such
always supported the struggle of the Everyone of us liked him very an incident to recur when it could 
heroic Palestinian oeonle whereas much. There were about 30 students easily be prevented. Being unable tothe oppressc^rCanad^an stated acting in our class. During all the classes, condone the violence of that af-
as an agent of U.S. imperialism, has Dr. Forest always had a smile. ternoon, I must state that it was

He prepared very well for the predictable, 
classes. I learned a great deal from 
this course. In addition, some 
students came to our class for their 
own interests and not for the credit.

I think it is incorrect to force Dr.

An excellent Violence 
lecturer

was 
predictable

It was a surprise for me to learn 
that Dr. Jeffrey Forest was 
suspended by the university. I was in 
Dr. Forest’s class: SS 183 “Social 
issues of contemporary Canada” regarding the right of Jeffrey Forest 
last term. and the Communist Party of

I do not know much about the Canada to disseminate the literature 
York Student Movement, and I do

I must respectfully disagree with 
the position your paper has taken

in a manner which indicates either 
ignorance due to negligence or 
willful misrepresentation. In either 
case, you have reason to be con
cerned for the integrity of your

leading to the ugly incident of 
November 18.

Editor
The Toronto Star
Dear Sir: Louis Lefeber 

Professor of EconomicsI am shocked by the 
misrepresentation in your front 
page report (Wednesday, November 
16) and in your editorial statement 
(Saturday, November 19) of 
Professor John Buttrick’s argu
ment concerning Educational 
Problems in Ontario and Some 
Policy Options (Occasional Paper 
No. 4, Ontario Economic Council, 
1977).

Far from advocating the position 
you ascribe to him, Buttrick ex
plicitly calls for a more egalitarian 
education policy than currently 
prevails in Ontario. He clearly 
explains that since only a small

VP lAJO

\i j

FIES/

always opposed the just struggle of 
the Palestinian people.

For these reasons the Canadian 
state has, over the years, launched 
thousands of attacks on the Party, 
making over 2000 arrests and jailing
many hundreds of Party supporters. E orest off this campus.
It is for these same reasons that
the reactionary university ad-----------------------------
ministration, the Metro Toronto 
police and the Zionists have been 
attacking the YSM and myself.
These attacks expose the lie 
that Canada is a “bourgeois 
democracy”, that the university has 
an “academic atmosphere”, and 
provides a democratic forum for 
expressing ideas.

In fact, the university in
monopoly capitalist society is an scene. I was greeted by posters 
institution for the indoctrination announcing the ban and suspension 
and propagation of every reaction- of Dr. J. Forest.
ary, anti-people, anti-comunist, From what knowledge I was able , .
anti-working class and racist to gain, his suspension is a clear-cut ^nTI COW
ideology, and the bourgeoisie case of political persecution. The IIO Ouy
exercises its dictatorship here right of a professor to hold Marxist- ; 4. i Do they have a guaranteed living
through every means possible, in- Leninist political views — and to r©lNSIcll© Pf?'Q ■ uo M tv,
eluding the violent suppression of express them — is a right we must _____________________________ • ,s it hard to find a job. No. There
the progressive people. defend. Banning or suspending a The Excalibur issue dated Union sTdettshav! their chSe'of

In the current struggle many professor before any investigation is November 24, 1977 expresses the jobs in their desired area h ? 
organizations and individuals have outrageous. thought of the Student Council ‘that
come out to oppose the suspension Dr. Forest must not only be Forest be fired, as well as requesting 
and ban of myself. Included among reinstated, but all persons con- that he not be allowed access to a these was Excalibur which in its cerned with political freedom must SalSrïïbteinSïïSiî?^ 
editorial of November 24, 1977 said rally to protect Dr. Forest’s political As students of Atkinson College 
that “it is essential that we oppose and academic rights. At Waterloo and members of his Social Science 
the administrations ban of Jeffrey we have faced similar attempts to class 183A we do not support this 
Forest”. In the same editorial, suppress Marxist-Leninists’ view, 
however, under the hoax of op- political rights (in the Chevron
posing the state, of opposing the affair) and have defeated the at- A) that Dr. Jeffery Forest has
suppression of the Marxist - tempts. been convicted and sentenced represent less than 2 percent of the Well-balanced journalism dealing
Leninists, Excalibur viciously These attempts have now moved without a trial by virtue of his total population, they occupy 6 with such a touchy topic as human 
attacked CPC (M-L) with un- to York; stand together to defeat suspension from the York Campus; per cent or more of university posts, rights would surely have made this 
substantial accusations and slan- them here. B) that we live in a society where managerial jobs, and Communist point.
ders- everyone, including Dr. Jeffrey Party positions. If we are going to criticise other

Professor Leo G. Johnson, Forest has a fundamental right of It is true religion is practised countries, we should do so in a
Associate Prof, of History freedom of speech and of thought. legally and openly, though the vast responsible fashion.

University of Waterloo 26 students of SS 183A majority of the population is not

I would suggest, as I’m sure 
Excalibur would, that the same ugly 
results would occur if the Western 
Guard were permitted to dis
seminate their hate literature. 
Hence I’m sure Excalibur would 
agree that this group should be 
prevented from proselytizing on the 
campus, hence I cannot understand 
why your paper is unwilling to 
extend this same principle to Mr. 
Forest’s group.

Absolute freedoms of expression 
must be compromised to a limited 
extent in order to protect the rights 
of minority groups to live free from 
the fear of persecution and to 
prevent the recurrence of such an 
ugly and violent incident.

William Lee

Soviet stories disappointingDefeat
suppression The interview with the two religious. I saw evidence of this on 

Soviet students and the article on a visit to the Ukraine this past 
the hunger-strikers in last week’s summer. Just how “the KGB 
Excalibur is very disappointing controls the Moscow synagogue” is

not explained in the article.
One thing is certain - there are no 

documented cases of terrorism or

:
1 came to the York campus 

recently to give a guest lecture and 
found myself facing a familiar

journalism.
First of all, the interview refrains 

from asking these Soviets any of the 
questions which are of vital interest 
to Canadian students.

torture in the Soviet Union today. 
Under Stalin - yes - but he for-

For instance, do students in the tunately died 25 years ago.
That brings me to the article on 

the York hunger-strikers. The 
article suggests that they are 
protesting the violation of human 
rights. Clearly they are not 
protesting torture or killing, but 
rather a legal decision about 
Sharansky’s alleged CIA affiliation. 
And on what basis? Jimmy Carter’s 

Secondly, the interview attempts word of honour?! 
to generalise from hearsay reports 
of two émigrés to the whole of 
Soviet society. There was not one 
statistic in the entire article.
Obviously statistics were avoided 
because they would invariably 
refute the claims made.

Barry Edson 
Past President CYSF

Soviet Union have to pay tuition?
No.

If such selfless freedom fighters as 
these are so concerned about the
transgression of human rights, why 
do they not protest the regimes of 
Chile, South Africa, South Korea, 
etc., where 10,000s of people have 
been and continue to be torturedWe believe:

For instance, though Jews and killed?

In fact they are guilty of the very 
crime of which the accuse CPC(M- 
L). The attack of Excalibur ob- Eric \\ til berg
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Until D*. ,6 - An Edition o, SSlsE5£S iSSs ^ 

Puppets at the Glendon College Art University of Toronto service - S127, Ross
Gallery; 1 lam-5pm (Mon-Fri), /A^fdnes^ay’ 2 Pm " Colloquium 12 noon -1 pm - Yoga Instruction
8pm-10pm (Mon-Thurs), 2pm-5pm (Atkinson Psychology) Interest-the -218, Bethune
(Sun) most significant and the most 2 pm - Beginners Talmud (JSF) -

Until Dec. 16 - Master neglected phenomenon in S123,Ross
Photographs from Toronto psychology with Dr. Jim Closs, 5 pm - 7 pm - Student Writers 
Collections, 1845-1974, at AGYU Dept- . of Business Studies, Association Workshop - Calumet
(N 145, Ross); 10am-4:30pm (Mon- University of Edinburgh - Fellows Reading Room, Atkinson

Lounge, Atkinson g pm. Gay Alliance at York - 227,
Bethune

Wednesday, 3 & 4:30 pm -
Speakers/Discussion (JSF) covering 
Hassidic and mystical topics (at 3) 
and Jewish Law (at 4:30) - S122, 
Ross

v.ÉÉSwf art galleries
.

synagogue

Fri), 2pm-5pm(Sun)
Until Dec. 15 - Drawings of 3rd 

year Visual Arts students at the 
Faculty Lounge (4th floor), A.S.B.; 
12noon-2pm (Mon-Fri)

Until Dec. 16 
Canadian Hooked Rugs, 1880-1950, 
at the Zacks Gallery, Stong; 
12noon-7pm (Tues-Fri)

SH

clubs, meetings
SB

Traditional Today, 1 pm - Yiddish (JSF) 
introductorycourse-S127, Ross 

1 pm - The Language of Prayer 
(JSF)-S536, Ross 

3 pm - Jewish Women’s Con
sciousness Raising-SI 27, Ross 

3 pm - 4:30 pm - Sociology 
Undergraduate Discussion Club - 

Today, 11 am -1 pm-Discussion S552, Ross Today, 12 noon - Information
(York Women’s Centre) first in a 4 pm - Council of the Faculty of Session (Career Centre) on the i 
series of monthly discussions of- Arts - meeting, Senate Chamber University of Toronto’s Faculty of
fering a chance for women at York (S915), Ross Education with Admissions Of ficer,
in Women’s Studies and those 5 pm - 7 pm - York Chorus Gerald White - B, Curtis 
interested in the Women’s Rehearsal-Theatre(112),Stong 1 Pm " 5:30 Pm - Counselling,
Movement to meet-106, Stong 7:30 pm - Society for Creative Bible Classes (York Christian

2 pm - Psychology Colloquium - Anachronism-SCR,Founders Fellowship) contact Rev. P. Philips
Creating Mental Illness-. Demo- Friday, 12 noon - Backgammon (457-6737) -Scott Religious Centre 
graphic Studies of the Process Workshop (JSF)-S127, Ross Sunday, 7:30 pm - Roman
of Institutionalization in Ontario 2 pm-5 pm-Winters Chess Club- Catholic Mass - Scott Religious 
with York Professor Irwin 030A, Winters; also same times on Centre
Silverman - Senate Chamber (S915), Wednesday Monday, 9 am - 4 pm - Christian
Ross Monday, 9 am - 12 noon - Counselling & Religious Con-

Friday, 12 noon - Guest Speaker Political Science Student Faculty - Station - call Chaplain Judt at 667- 
(York Students in Solidarity with lounge; open Monday, Wednesday 3171 or 633-2158 - Scott Religious 
Resistance in Chile) as part of a and Friday until further notice; Centre
speaking and fund raising tour, a coffee available - S652, Ross 10 am ' Computer Science 101
representative of the People’s Front 11 am & 12 noon - Visual Art Tutorial - 107, Stedman; also at 2 
of Chile will be present - Faculty From the Bible-220, Stong pm in S130, Ross
Lounge (S872), Ross 1 pm - Jewish Crafts (JSF) -S536, 12 noon * Noon Mass - each

1:30pm-3:30pm-GuestSpeaker Ross Monday, Tuesday, Friday - Scott
(Philosophy) Mental Concepts and 3pm-Ba%ic Judaism(JSF)-S122, Religious Centre 
Self-Knowledge in Freud and Ross; and Beginners Hebrew (JSF)- 
Descartes with York Professor 
Morris Eagle (note: lecture 
originally scheduled for Nov. 30) - 
Faculty Lounge (S869), Ross 

Tuesday, 4 pm - University of 
Toronto-York University Joint 
Program in Transportation - 
Cutting Mayhem on the Highways 884-2671

miscellaneousspecial lectures

Available at: All Bay Stores, Comberland Terrace, Round 
Records, and all Intoplace Locations Directed by Ron Link.

CROSS A. 
COUNTRY JÇÇI
SKIING

AT NEARBY METRO LOCATIONS
ALL HAVE RENTALS 

WITH PURCHASE OPTION
S173, Ross

4 pm entertainmentIntermediate Con
versational Hebrew (JSF) - SI73, 
Ross* METRO TORONTO ZOO - 281-9377

* GLEN SHIELDS - HIGHWAY 7 AND DUF- 
FERIN

* SWISS CHALET PARK - HWY. 7 AT 
BROCK

Today, 4 pm7:15 & 8:15 pm - York Yoga Club 
- for information call Axel Molema Celebration - carole singing, bible 
at 742-0878, or Howard Halpern at readings and prayer, Religious

Centre

Christmas

SPECIAL GROUP RATES 
RENTALS ALSO AVAILABLE AT CHRISTMAS

BANFF
SKI CHARTER

YORK CYCLE»SPORTS ! 1 x>
386 WILSON AVENUE - DOWNSVIEW

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL IS
*' 4 « *635-1085 ■

<i> r '*
?"t vV » ,x :: * ± ► >>;- >k«V $349 Cross Country 

$399 Downhill

■ '

.w 
- »\ f V

,w
'/ \

_ * ■ December 20 — 1 weekp8sHAPPY HOLIDAYSSB W.A ,
-, «r.'T

• ■ :* TO Includes round trip daytime Quebecair 
charter* 7 nights Mt. Royal Hotel sharing 
twin ($15 extra for Banff Springs Hotel)* 
transfers* 5 day lift pass at 3 ski areas 
(downhill program)* open bar on flight* 
gluhwein party* much much more!
This special group rate available at

, , X

i

ALL AT
YORK UNIVERSITY

■

«I#: 188

-0-/ \

SUMMIT TRAVEL\r
‘vV

r-A-'Y

TD 669-9737
BANK

>*\ Book Now - first come - first served - 
Excellent sno w conditions

«
the bank where people make the difference

&annaBHK <T>
riy ’- *%
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FAMOUS CHINESE FOOD
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10% DISCOUNT
ON PICK-UP FOOD ORDERS OF $4.50 OR MORE OR FREE DELIVERY AFTER 5PM.

OPEN Monday to Saturday 4 p.m. till 1 a.m. 
Sunday 4 p.m. till 11 p.m.

TELEPHONE: 667-8282
1033 STEELES AVENUE WEST

(1 block west of Bathurst; WillowdaleIkKPP MHMé
2é§éS&" "

*;

x *•
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CENTRE OF MOVEMENT
175 Hampton Avenue

January 7 - April 1
Courses in Dance, Mime, Movement Studies and 

Composition with TIL THIELE 
Saturday Programs for Children and Adults 

Tai Chi
Exciting Workshops with Guest Artists

Call 466-9549 for further information

*=v mm
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Mondays at 12:15, you can go to the main gym at Tait McKenzie for conditioning exercises.You may not get 
as good as Meri-Dai Honeywell of the York junior gymnastics team, but it’s good for the health. OPTICAL 2000Today, 8 pm - 10 pm - Recital members at the door - Bethune Concert (Dance) featuring students 
(Founders) featuring Charles Dining Hall and faculty of the Department
Haydon, pianist - 019, Founders Sunday, 2:30 pm - Puppet Show - performing the following program:

9 pm & 10:30 pm - Cabaret the Frog Print Puppet Group will Dancers by Camille St-Saens, 
Theatre - X-mas Reclassified - 

McLaughlin Hall
Saturday, 8 pm - 1 am - Dance puppets at the Glendon Art Gallery - 

(Italian-Canadian Association) admission 50# - Theatre Glendon 
general admission $2.50; $2.00 for

1272 St. Clair West (West of Duffer in St.) 
Toronto, Ontario M6E 1B9offer a special children’s program to choreography by Karen Bowes; 

coincide with the exhibition of A ma Antigua by George Crumb,
choreography by Susan Cash; 
Tempus Fugit by Michael Byron, 

Tuesday, 8 pm - Christmas Dance choreography by Terrill Maguire; 1.
Circlings 2. Findings by Michael 
Byron, choreography by Grant 
Strate; YaPays Your Money... and 
Ya Takes Your Chances by Mick 
Jagger, choreography by Jean 
Moncrieff; Sympatica by Gordon 

Hockey - York vs. Western - Ice Aldridge, York President H. Ian Phillips, choreography by Ingrid 
Arena Macdonald on the York team, and Remkins; and, Restless Part 1, II,

8-10 pm - Badminton Club - also Eddie Shack playing for CHUM - and III by drummers, choreography 
Tuesday, 5:30-8 pm - Upper Gym, Catherine Swing, former York by Joe Bietola - a donation of $1.00 
Tait McKenzie student and reigning Miss Canada, towards the Scholarship Fund will

will participate in the opening face- be asked at the door; no tickets are 
off ceremonies - admission at the necessary - Burton Auditorium 

7 pm - 10 pm - Recreational door is $ 1.00 with proceeds going to Wednesday, 12 noon - Concert 
Badminton - Upper Gym, Tait the CHUM Christmas Wish benefit (Calumet) featuring the Barry Elmes
McKenzie -IceArena Jazz Quintet - Calumet Common

Monday, 12:15 pm - 12:45 pm - Room, Atkinson 
Hockey Game - the York Collection Conditioning for Men & Women -

each Monday, Wednesday and
Stars - featuring former football Friday - Main Gym, Tait McKenzie

Tel.: 654-2000
gut» mm

m

sports, recreation < 4
I

mToday, 7:30 pm - Women’s stars, Frank Cosentino and Dick r
Ia

ill

PRE CHRISTMAS GIFT SPECIAL 
CONTACT LENSES

SOFT
$135.00

Friday, 7 am - 9 am - Staff 
Faculty Hockey - Ice Arena

HARD
$100.00

FLEXIBLE
$120.00Saturday. 9 pm - 11 pm - Benefit

8 pm - Christmas Dance Concert 
(Dance) for complete program see 
Tuesday’s listingat 8 pm

FREE BONUS GIFT
SUNGLASS FRAME WITH PURCHASE OF 

CONTACTS OR GLASSES 
FOR FITTING APPOINTMENT

vs. the CHUM Ordinary Super

Wm :Vim
II 
11 
m
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654-2000
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FALL TERM

EXAMINATION TIMETABLE

show your student I.D. card® any porchase of 

at the checkout counter. $50o or more
on regular priced items

ARTS, FINE ARTS, SCIENCE

CHANGES
PLANTS ADD-

Dm1 Dining HallEconomics AS 201.3EF Thurs. Dec. 157p.m.-9p.m. 
History 
History 
History
Liberal Sc. SC246.4 
Liberal Sc. SC 344.6

Vanier
Curtis
Curtis
Curtis
Admin.Stud.
Curtis

AS 270.6 Fri. Dec. 169B.m.-11a.m.
AS 374.6 Mon. Dec. 169a.m.-11a.m.
AS 471.6 Fri. Dec. 169a.m.-11a.m.

Fri. Dec. 9 9a.m.-12noon
Thurs. Dec. 157p.m.-10p.m.

A
110
A

031
E

PLANTS DELETE-

Hi Economics AS 314.3BF 
Computer Sc. AS/SC 404.6EEi PLUS> POTS, BOOKS, 

AND A BARRAGE OF INDOOR 
PLANT ACCESORIES.

û
I

CHANGE -

Economics AS301.3CF to:
Geography AS 429 J8F 
History AS 363.3 to: AS 363.6
Mathematics AS-SC 303.3F to:
Philosophy AS 210SF to:
Political Sc. AS 325.3F to:
Social Sc. AS 143.3 to: AS 143.6 Thur. Dec. 15 9-11a.m. Vanier 
Visual Arts FA 364.6 to:

Admin.Stud. 200offer good until Dec. 24,1977 to: Wed.Dec. 14 9-11am. Ross N306

Sfjeppard Ave E I Ellesmere Rd I nmenamot I Kennedy Road i62S0und*Si w« g |g fc »

Curtis
Vanier

A
Dining Hall

Stednan B
Dining Hall

fine Arts II 306
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—-------------------letters ^__________ ______

We print all your letters
a°'X“df sski&tsss:

SRræsttsi ~ p ofour
year, our record is as follows: we the same ground. This issue is no exception
Z*rnted eve7 etter which And we have been swamped There are three pages devoted to 
25oJnrHçeqUCSted maxunum of *lth letters> more letters than “letters and comment”, and we 

n7?hd l • . , Excalibur has ever received. It’s still have half a dozen letters for
wo?ds onl v onhp1C£ f wC?Cded u250 °ften u,fficUlt to find sPace to which there simply is no room 
words, only one failed to make it print them, but we do our best c~ . , ,.5sa«S«

Car, i.d. theft leaves man destitute
-giSEr*0'-1*- iia'* r prop„ account „umber for

name has left me wondering, and the right here at York After mv ntf^ d,lvers license was issued to me, 
loss of my car, left me very poor. dismay and disbelieH realised that numV0"16 ^ to identifyin8 my

ST""” iKmS We" ,he To£ejveanewSINnun,ber,my

A’SS.SSS M —
“frtmyT,’=ly°ïïfc, gS£ omonheT

irrSnc ~ a new card cou,d beberiess and helpless ^eSS> nUm" .!^y lovely insurance company, 

f,rSt ne?t Here 'M”^SSf! sTmehoTî

1 “ L ^ KMMi-it'K
The main note, was, p,e.se use "îfS stick,,, a„owing

cheap parking, here at York, also 
departed with the car. Today I 
received a parking ticket, on my 
newly borrowed car. Without the 
proper receipt and number, how can 
I prove I paid for the parking.

As you can see, a wallet left in a 
car, locked or not, is not a wise 
move.

>U/1 ROUNDRECORDS i ROLLS ONV;

ifII»

m and now ...*' • ;
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ONE FLIGHT HIGH 
46 Bloor West 

Toronto 
921-6555

OUR NEW 
BABY STORE 

2948 Lakeshore W. 
Etobicoke 
255-8657

Check out our opening speciels!

AG YU MASTER
PHOTOGRAPHS
from
TORONTO COLLECTIONS

1845-1974ART gallery of YORK UNIVERSITY

Ross N145 Mon Fri 10 4:30 Sun 2 5 TO DECEMBER 16 was

1st

Studio SUPER DUPER SALE 4rs3tV
Ann've

JVCPbcfc—No.2
JVC Pecfcuge No. 3

If anyone knows of the villain, 
please ask for the return of my 
cards. The car, well... it depends on 
the amount of damage done.

The walk between Bowmanville 
and York, is a long one. Any in
formation will aid in the reduction 
of newly formed educational costs. 
Thanks

^©|
• JVC JRS 200 II Receiver 

35 8.35 RMS
• J VC J LA 20 Turntable 

Belt drive semi-auto. 
Incl.Cart.

• 3 way speaker system 
teg. *773“ or less

-v

BB
•JVCJL A20Turntable 

belt drive semi auto.. Incl. cart 
3 way speaker system 

Reg. "645 or less

•JVC JRS 300 II Receiver 
50+50 wafts RMS 

•JVC direct drive turntable 
Semi Auto . incl. ‘HO-cart

* Pr ,JXC SKS5 3 waV speakers 
incl. 10" woofer

Rick Morrison, 623-9518

♦399e5 *499” Reg '1070 or less

*695°°SALE SALE
SALE*16” mo. (36 mos.) '21" mo (36 mos.) Renr A Cm

30 mo (36 mos.)CD-ltM TRUCKS ALSO
223-8111KOWKO» MM MU.

IN'"VK OR.1/
223-4960rm * y LOW, DAILY, WEEKLY 

MONTHLY RATESJVC «##*##
SPECIALJVC

♦*“* We^hkedi wtheui ANNS T»i s N is
’ m?*??*"» J,eI wxefTo

JVC9TINCOCASSCTTC OEC*

se raasasrSB
SsT=HS-,Sr:

JVC *39"WEEKEND 
RATE

PLYMOUTH VOLARE OR ASPEN 
24 HOUR RESBIVATIONS 

SOUTHWEST CORNER 
YONGE A SHEPPARD

STeeioCAMlTTt MO

jrrîffwarSrS
7l.?yy. (*fWMS> we (from Peek
L*v* Wetghteg) without ANNS The $/ 
proved by Ideal 1 kHz 
ANRS on Frequency 
‘5hr°me) WhUHll:WW*: I7JW.

IV AAA F AA RADIO

3060
1™*^.**.°” c*»»tte iicmoii with r

■-«zrzzr yyy.-f"eWj>TV
2 13. UHF M-U • DflMeuem itLï£X'w“ - ÎThJ,

bv We above SkHi wHh 
t Respoose 76-II OQOHi 
•'-"MX 1944”WX 0

Reg. $470

sSe *399°°
Reg. '360

SALE ♦31900
4 FREE TAPES

SALE *350°°
Reg. *410 or less SALE *349°°

The Periodical Writers 
Association of Canada

presents

a 10 JLFS0
* ff OL 1

sf ' '

"WORDS/V/ FOR’

JVC
JVC SALE".......... -,

O.menvem > n 37 MX-■ 1 | WX n - 7 o
Reffrl '• g n,s u

‘figs-™
"TIT*" ' * H«" ■ • w« „ OW..WI * fmh- oST ‘tSuw.c*9„r.«?'r ssa-r E?'F

Weeehi ^ Otmentiont a 1 4 hx 14 1 t+M t 1 1 t>

RSC 3-WAY SPEAKER 
System Includes •" Woofer, 
Mid Range A Tweeters.

SALE e3l900 I Reg. $199.00 pr. or less 
Reg.'390 or less. | SALE ^99Î?

An informal seminar 
on freelance magazine writing

Not a course on how to write, but 
a hard-nose discussion of how to 
get into the magazine market — 
and how to make it pay.
Featuring six of Toronto's most 
widely experienced freelancers.

sale *125°° SALE *249®*
incl. $56 00 Certndie

mcl car fridge 
10 nio 136 mos i

12" black &
WHITE TV •3300

speakers 54 Price
MMN*4».IM-»lN«MIW>4.nri,ita'«e

-thihÎt r.~1*4<e**IWB-«*w‘»1— *286 
HfTACHl RECEIVER SR 802 ----------
SOt-SOW RMS
rw1*w'"*r—"qMt°,ouMi‘w Ji™
SHURE95B) CARTRIDGE
P*9 S79 95 or less
WTncHiCAsSfTf------
Dect^ Dolby )

Phone our action 
credit line

JBBENCAR
SPEAKERS KENW000 Reww 

«MOW.RMS . . . ♦329"HITACHI Front Load Canette 226-6592
fw foot cmdk opprevd

2 p.m., Sun., Jan. 15 
OISE Auditorium, 
252 Bloor St. W., 

Toronto

M87°° headphones .. 25% offDot*
SHAHP AM7FM iad.Ftrackb 
2 Spwfce» Rco ■
HITACHI U" COLOR TV IITCOi

salei33w Complete line of Jensen Car 
Speakers at discount price.
•ec a Nun me acMawnoMAi ~

•119“ Blank cassette tapes 
w 10's or l?‘s

1W** or less

sale *149“ 30% offphone our ACTION CREDIT
^^cred.tapproval

neLINE

STEREO STUDIO & TV LTD.
4891 Yonge St (One Block N ol Sheppard)

(Jnlar.n MPN SN4

Advance tickets, $5. from PWAC,
Suite 514, 86 Bloor St. W. 

Toronto, M5S 1M5 961-8665
Tickets at door, $5.

Z26-6592 Cl??6 6S9:
Hours Q 1C Qp m ,
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AUTO MO Tl VE NEWS INTRODUCING
SPECIAL

END-OF-THE-MODEUfEAR PRICES.
UP TO

F
‘hjT Jj" W POWer d,SC breke$’,h* driv" is always in tot.l conlrol. The ride is quiet

.rfhiiy11 ?JS,jUS‘1 spor,s cer- would be to sell it short. Inside the roomy interior
T^ J ,bO y"COnf0rmlng lea,her **•»* »<**« -How four adults to ride in comfort. 

...,nmd"T ■ V,r> .COmple,e **» of mon',ors that check all vital functions. Controls for
automatic transmtss.on, ,,r conditioning, interior and exterior lights, and power windows and 
locks are in easy grasp. A complete Blaupunkt sound system which includes AM,
Short wave, and a cassette recorder with microphone, is built into the console. 
wor"deVer> re$P“'’,h* XJS COn,inues ,he ,r*dition that has made Jaguar famous throughout the

Call the Jaguar men at British United 
^ ■ Automobiles for a test drive. The number 

is 924-3341.
W Because once in a lifetime,
X jP everyone should drive a
^ M It M Jaguar.

100500
OFFFM stereo.

MANUFACTURER’S SUGGESTED LIST PRICE.
Spirited. Bold. Beautiful. Built to compete and win. The 1977 
Triumph TR7. Now at special end-of-model-year prices. Up 
to $1,005.00 off manufacturer's suggested list price for an 
air-conditioned TR7. Test-drive the TR7 and discover the 
performance, handling ease and response that has made TR7
,-------------------------- ——a race and rally winning

champion in its class.
TR7. Beautiful.car 5c.Æ

#• LIMITED
SUPPLY.
TEST-DRIVE 
THE TR7 TODAY.

P

Sd Yl British United
** ffi2d0biles

SALES CONSULTANT: Richard Reid

Jaguar XJ-S

B ritish United Automobiles has been a downtown landmark for more than 29 years. In that 
hme, we've become Canada’s largest and most experienced dealer of Jaguars. Our service 
facilities and staff are second to none. Take a mechanic like Jack Attwell for example. He’s been 
with us for over 17 years. And Stewart Peacock, our service control manager has been a familiar 
face since August 1948.

Presently we have a large selection of the new Jaguar XJ-S available. And now, before the new 
models arrive in February, the price of each new Jaguar XJ-S from British United Automobiles is 
$24,000. That price includes every conceivable luxury — there are no extra options.

And even though every Jaguar XJ-S already comes with a very thorough one year unlimited 
mileage warranty, British United Automobiles is confident enough to extend this warranty to two 
full years (with a 25,000 mile limit). The same terms apply to any XJ-S leased from us, either on an 
individual or corporate basis.

We invite you to visit our showroom and lake a Jaguar XJ-S for a test drive.

For an appointment, call 924-3341 
^ ■ and ask for one of the Jaguar men.

British United Auto-
M mobiles. It's where Toronto
P Jë 1shops for Jaguar.

place
9* x>6t

RITISH

1 LE Y LAND j

Standard equipment includes:
• Radio
• Radial-Ply Tires
• Big 1800 c< Engihe
• Rust Inhibiting 

Undercoating

■///$83495°*°
• Front Disc Brakes

• Rear Window Defroster

• Reclining Front Seats

• Rack & Pinion Steering

'x

S
v

4—ii1.JSAustin Marina 2-Door Coupa
Compare the features and the price to 
^ others in its class and you’ll agree... 

The Austin Marina is one of the 
best buys of the year. Come in 

and test-drive the Marina.

========,=™g
ASites-l*5sseSSÊêMThe family-size Marina will sur- 

prise you with its roominess, ride 
and luxury. But, the best surprise 
will be its end-of-model-year price.

n

Mil ‘[Jfll/ j r

British United 
__ Automobiles ^ff^ Limited
737 Church Street,
Toronto, Ontario (416) 924-3341

‘Deoler pfepofotor freight, 
licence and tax extra

Sd I(L British United 
TIK Automobiles 
yirv Limited JSALES CONSULTANT: John DINovo
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■■■■HHrThe Toronto MoonA The Sunday Moon brought to 

you by Denise Beattie, Annette 
Goldsmith, Gord Graham, Bryon 
Johnson, Paul Kellogg, Pam 
Mingo, Ted Mumford, Andrew 
Nikiforuk, Cynthia Rantoul, Jeff 
Rayman, Paul Stuart, Tracy 
Teeple and Sandy Zeldin. 
Season's greetings from the 
Moon.Sunday Moon # k H

Joe Clark goes punk: 
look down dummy

Woody Allen isn’t 
on the moon

And these are 
the Moon staffers

DECEMBER 25, 1977, $14

Fees rise, minister takes birdWÊ By Paul Nabisco and Paul Stupid Sunday 
Moon.

In two surprise announcements Hairy 
Parrot, Minister of Colleges and Universities 
and resident of the Metro Zoo, told startled 
reporters that he has become a budgie, and 
that tuition fees will be raised to$l5,000at all 
Ontario Universities next year.

Parrot said the increase, up from about 
$700, was necessary to cover escalating 
university costs and the rising price of bir
dseed.

The press conference at which Parrot made 

SANDY SELDOM. Toronto Moon

"aS freque!]lly in" Experts in the Ministry estimate that 
terrupted by the Minister s requests that fresh Ontario will have only 73 university students 
ne2Jp"s be placed under his perch. next year. When Hootchikoo attributed the
chikoo nf mod ,rhP°rter Hagnes Hoot- drop in enrolment to the tuition-hike, Parrot

a orofil of tThimnn anTTe W°U'd ™ean 351(6(1 her why she is so concerned about thewoP ?Hf,L0 ,$n8;r °n d £ m0St s,“dents rising costs of education, when there are far
Teohld ‘MCs he enT'h HTfy’ m°re serious issues facing us like "the cruelty
wo rn ” ea i> b,rd that gets the of duck-hunters and the squalid conditions of

, , , , theprovince’s turkey farms."
SQuawked "shC verr 1 HIS ^ a Parr°! When Hootchikoo queried Parrot about righr ' flew over H»Ï ,S and. P'e.ces of 'he number of Tory cabinet ministers raised
splattered the press room wit'h droppings. commet farm$' th* MiniSter refuSed 10

Next year all remaining students will be 
pooled in one small campus rather than 
sprinkling two or three throughout each of 
Ontario’s universities. “The other campuses 
can be put to better use,” chirped Parrot, as 
he soared gracefully around the light-fixtures 
in his Queen’s Park office.

He made these suggestions for vacant 
universities: the Bill Davis Museum of 
Aborted Education Programs, office-space 
for American multinational corporations, 
tropical bird aviaries and rest homes for

Canadian Senators.
Birdshot... After the press conference 
Hootchikoo drew Parrot’s ire when she 
described him as "just another politician out 
to feather his nest,” and that Premier Davis 
had “laid an egg” when he chose him as 
Minister... Parrot then flew to the legislature 
where he drew cackles of derision as he 
perched on the Premier’s shoulder and
nibbled his ear. Proposition Leader Stupid 
Smith remarked that politics "does indeed 
make for strange bedfellows. ’ '

Mr

v ■ f
< /

Parrot: He's a budgie

NEWS BRIEFS Tory leader 
goes punk, 
glue blamed

& y

Politicians’ kids 
_ afflicted with ,
incurable illness

•ùjL
6 0Pgv9k ,f

£k
>, >By Casey Creeple

The staff of Sick Children’s Hospital is continuing research 
round-the-clock in a desperat£effort to battle Politicians’ Disease 
the dread affliction which affects the children of politicians

There is no known cure for the disease, which renders the 
children totally incapable of giving straight 
question.

The afflicted children themselves, however, continue to be 
brave When asked how they felt today, little Peter Parliamen* 
replied:

‘ ‘ Well essentially although 1 would hesitate at this point in time 
to reveal precisely the information at my disposal regarding this 
matter, I might make the comment pending a further investigation 
thal m,y,advls0(s are hopeful of arriving at a firm, if somewhat 
unqualified, reply at a later date. ”

Peter asked that he not be held to his

7

€ A- • -

answers to any Gxe

f, 7 By Pale Nabisco and Paul Stoopld, Sunday Moon
VESTIBULE —comment.

Presley gives last concert
Madison Square Gardens was the scene of the world’s last Elvis 

Presley concert last Sunday. The singer, who had given no per
formance since his death August 16, was reported to have been 
very relaxed throughout his box-office record-breaking per
formance.

Dressed rather stiffly in a jet-black jumpsuit, Presley gave a very 
subdued, though enthusiastically received, show. He received a 
standing ovation from the capacity crowd the moment he was 
dragged onto the stage.

Reviews were mixed. Said one critic, “The old magic was still 
there. You could see it in his eyes. He hadn’t lost his touch, even if 
he was more quiet than usual.” Another remarked, "He just laid 
there. He didn’t speak. He didn’t dance. I want my money back.”

Be that as it may, critics and fans alike were reminded that, come 
what may, there will never be another Elvis.

Croak surprised the party 
last week, when he announced 
his decision to resign as party 
leader in order to pursue a 
new career as lead singer in 
“The Sex Bazookas”, a punk 
rock band operating out of 
Vestibule, Ontario.

“I’ve been a closet punk 
ever since the day one year 
ago when I was putting 
together a statue of former 
BC Premier W.A.C. Bennett 
in my “Great Canadian 
Mantlepiece” series. I guess it

the airplane glue, but I ByTweelerQ. McMumph 
suddenly realized that Punk is ------ H

Cable Iv , 
will be \ 

harshest ' 
penalty
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NOT YORK - The Borough of Not York has joined the city of Lovc and that I’d rather play member of the House of ,
Toronto in banning smoking in public places. garage rock than become Commons has suggested that Wti nlrbol 1
. But ,accord,ng !° Not York Mayor Money Crassman, his borough’s Pr5’6^lnlst6r ’ ..... capital punishment be ^llCKDoll 
bylaw has an added twist to make it more realistic than the city’s where hard Crowe reaffirmed his faith reinstated in Canada - but this t 1 "1A

-«tsssss. slammed« ££“ «-«ras srsssrrs:but no ventilation. S"’ and the Stones. ”NDP Leader victed murderers serve their
Crassman s son is pictured above during trial run in elevator Dogscent retorted Croak terms in the very hall he

5b°U dt“,d0 s°mlaCi^ h.e speaking in- Th= inmates 
?! d ‘.V a?d lba* Mick would be required to sit 
Jaggeristhe Grand Dame of through every session in the 
rock and roll. House of Commons for a life

Croak finished his news term.
conference by standing on a Vigilante told the commons ,
press room table-top, prisoners who misbehave or money-why d°n t they have
stripping from his three-piece attempt to escape could be dnn'rT^''' jh7
suit and beating himself with forced to watch reruns of Î ,u°?SUWhy don 1
a microphone. proceedings on cableTV ‘heyhave J°b^ Because ,hey~ sas r; sssas»

0"< «■» - Sudbury, S££S*S*S2S SSWSMKSSS
isATwcrs =«£5 Srr-> ssf--®
JSStST................................................. SwTHREEPlO-AW IKSSTfiKSS,1*

Many Sudburians

Ivontu B AloneAn NDPLeafs trade Shack, get Lafleur “Box seats” 
for smokers 
in Not York

By Beammeaborad Scotty
Toronto Maple Leafs made some key trades yesterday that 

could make them Stanley Cup competitors.
They aquired the “Flying Swedes”, Anders Hedberg and Ulf 

Nillson from Winnipeg Jets of the WHA. It was a straight cash 
dea1 and speculation has it that the Jets dumped the Swedes to get 
rid of their high-priced contracts.

Equally important, they aquired Guy Lafleur and Larry 
Robinson from the Canadians in Montreal Canadiens in ex-
Eddi!shack'in8Cr B°b Neely’ and minor leaguer D°n Ashby and 

Canadiens coach Scotty Bowman said after the trades, “The ■ ■ 1 H TB

rSJaOK 111 nor ornnnCanadiens, who swept the league last season, with only five loses fiKll/liU
tn eighty games, are currently locked in a four way tie for first place ^ W X
in the league standings. ^

SSSHissSr terrorizes puffers
Harold Ballard, the Leaf owner, was ecstatic about the ad

ditions and said “I’d bet five to ten in Kingston pen that we take 
the Cup this year.”

Noted author Ivontu B. 
Alone, writer of the 
troversial book Is Bigotry 
Racism?, has devised 
unique method of ending all 
poverty on Earth by making 
stickball illegal. Ms. Alone 
reasons thusly:

“Why are people poor? 
Because they don’t have

con-

a

Snowfall
flattens

Sudbury

any

By Ted Bumford 
Moon Hack

TORONTO - Vigilante 
groups of non-smokers are 
beginning to take the law into 
their own hands, according to

Solicitor-General Francis Foxy admitted yesterday in the House Adamsapple' Har°ld
,t v",^Centre “ "" illC8al bUg SinCe 1931 in , Adamsapple says “Black

h JhT a?m'SSf0n caused 30 uProar from opposition benches, as the “ResphatoryTiberation

EEEE*
b-nl:, d..-, b*. ïss.;n

Croak then offered a razor-blade sandwich to the Moon rcs durants and TTC stations 
reporter.

“I also share Mr. Croak’s doubts as to whether the daycare kids i — --------------------------------------------------------

Rene, Pierre elope ; loneliness ends sEseee
"rgayri8h,salliance to prevent the rights of us kiddies to disséminât! flew off to a litll^I auremi^ r^ Prcmier René Levesque Anguished Liberal and Parti Québécois Officials conferred all ,„n' • m.V rh m ™ad< thal »Uy 'to your misfor- = men ai institute in Toronto,

processive, revolutionary, Groucho-Marxist fairytales.” Québec and were married ll?tn^h! “ Sleep,ng Bàggc- night trying to find out what had^aused the affair Senior L?kra ôf Wer^hi.^.h,otleed.what hewittftUejreshehari. The siglit has already described the
The committee is organizing a play-in for next Thursday, and After’the weddinv the fîÜ'i, . . , strategist Senator Keith Crazy, today accused ounk-rockino f P his leather coat devastated me, he’s such a hunk.” 5enes 35 a masterpiece in

has called upon “all pro-children elements" in the university to a joint news conference in which each reverb7 !|VC’ he!d former opposition Leader Joe Croak of putting Spanish Fly into The Prime Minister, who dabbed his eyes repeatedly during the rummilT"0! ", *' isth! D^vcte^r,™ S,rU88lC 3,111 C°me and P'ay Wi,h ,hepl in futureofcXer«ir C eKhreVCrSed,he,rS,andSOnthe 'l>f eoffec served a. the leaders’tete-a-.ete" pan'shFlymto conference told reporters, “I've be^n ju"he7 lonely MaXnafd dec taS a role 
the Daycare games room. “If my little honey-baby wants his own country it’s fine with ToJ^L V^ ^ he'P, fT me’" responded Croak. The bach=lor sincc Maggie joined theStones.” MacDonald declined a role m

----------- ----- 1 sss
bee ACROSS A CROWDED ROOM - B3 tension

and shelters. Adamsapple has taken 
In most of the hijackings, hard line with smokers. “I

smokers who lit up on lengthy don’t care from what vantage
elevator rides have been one approaches this question, 
forcibly evicted from Craven violators of the bylaw 
elevators on the roofs of should be exported, regard- 
downtown office buildings, less of whether they’re in a 
to fare as best they could in matinée, or being in vogue by 
hostile December weather. lighting up in a subway 

Meanwhile, individuals station,” he said,
who smoked in non-smoking There will be no special 
areas of MacDonald’s treatment for celebrities,
restaurants have been forced Adamsapple went on to 
to eat “Buttburgers” by explain. "I don’t believe in 
Black Lung members. giving internationally known

Adamsapple reports that players special mild treatment 
Black Lung membership is while they’re doing some 
“growing like lung cancer cameo role locally, and the 
cells”, but Metro police have same goes for visiting viceroys 
the situation under control. and viscounts.”

.

Mounties bugging daycare kids
were

taken by surprise, failing to 
make it to shelter before the 
snow struck the earth.
Numerous cases of whiplash
elderly'personsVosuheir lives UPPERndyANUdhU,UP, new Canadians during the landers to eat “fuddle-
,n«hesn™| l0St,heirl,VeS from^he Prime^M nfsre^ ro,es on Yonge dadd,e“, battles three

“I think it’s a good idea,” Office announced today that § f7r« separatist thugs in the streets
said Sudbury mayor Jim Pierre Trudeau will siaHn hit * setl.u^nce was of Montréal, arrests twentyGordon. "Why wait around own television series entitled NaUonal Ar'tsTentre'm ™erV,bers of ,h=. opposition
for the snow to drift to earth? “I, Pierre” n,t=Ü? i $ C?n ln for creating a disturbance"
This way, it falls, whump, In the show the Prime ^he PM calls™ group o"f anddates 13 eivil servants,
and then we take it away. Minister portrays a swinging jobless Canadians ‘Mazv Marc Lalondc co-stars as
Smple bachelor who teaches English Zs”! a^visef Newfound a^^jTanTreTa^oT"

Trudeau’s “swinging 
friends”.

Pierre in showbiz too!

the series.

1 1 f 1 ♦
1
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»Baffin Is. separates PAUL

p %RAMSHEAD - ** «

By Bob Loblaws frighteningly frozen wastes to would love to have an authentic 
FROBISHER BAY — The very spectacularly barren glaciers. ” piece of Baffin Island iceberg on

!ïï?ntJy‘cr.5?ted government of Another part of the Isle’s physical their mantlepeices, or maybe in their 
The Republic of Baffin” declared makeup, and one which Baffin freezers,” says Baffin, 

this arctic island independent hopes will support the newborn .
nation, is icebergs. ‘‘Project Another Baffin project is the

The secession move followed a done bV rcading copies of wast^hnô^hnrL^.fïl ^
hitherto-secret referendum in ^ew Yor&er and People Magazine tes '.nj° hockey pucks for
which the Island’s 3,000 natives’ and J?as predi£ted that icecubes made t^rauX ‘‘The^f tou/h^thln
whites and 980,000 penguins voted fro.m Baffin will be a sen- Bj „ ,hail
more than 99 percent in favour of satlo,n in New York. It could be the fômse tîi’ev Z hÎÏI h b» °J
splitting from Canada next ‘pet rock craze. course, they would have to be stored

“Many southerners, I’m sure, hardness'0" tcmperatures to reta*n

Last night I really got wasted.
I mean wrecked.
Fried, bazooka-ed, treed, wired, zooed. Cremated.
It was no ordinary night of partying. I started off with a couple of 

scotches and a half a case of Heinekens. Then I got into the pills and I 
couldn’t remember which colour was what. So I took a red with some 
Grenadine, a yellow-jacket with a slug of Galiano, some brown horse- 
caps with Kalua, and a handful of green micro-dots with some Irish Mist 
I found under the sink.

I was with some old friends and we all agreed it was time to blow the 
tubes.

“Look,” I said, “this place is a drag. (We’d already burnt the fur
niture.) There’s nothing to do here. Let’s go down the street to Hairy 
Louies (where they’ll give you a shot of screech over the counter if you 
threaten them.) and talk about the old days.”

“Why not?” They agreed. Vodkachenko had to take off his tour
niquet but he did it on the way.

I don’t know how the cops spotted us. We had our shotguns under our 
coats. I don’t know what made them suspicious.

All I remember was these green gila monsters jumping us, and the CN 
tower stabbing a streetcar. (They told me later it was all my im- 
magi nation.)

My army-training came in handy though. Most of us had been in the 
forces and we really trashed-up those cops. But by then I was seeing 
double and had to take a nap.

I don’t know how I fell off the bridge.
Now all I can see are white bandages. I’m dictating this column. I don’t 

feel to good really but I think it was worth it.
Don’t you?

Tuesday.

Supreme emperor and.leader of 
the Baffle movement (the left wing 
party now in power) Biff Baffin, 
maintains that the split is final and 
the federal and territorial govern
ments cannot intervene. He adds 
that predictions that Baffin will be 
annexed by Greenland are un
founded.

Foreign investment is another 
possibility, as Baffin hopes to 
convince Santa Claus Inc.,the huge 
American multi-national, to open 
branch plant in Baffin, 
again, the little waddlers would be 
an asset, as we can offer labour that 
is much cheaper than those 
unionized dilettante elves,” says 
Baffin.

Baffin is planning a massive 
tourist campaign to lure wealthy 
foreigners to the Island at vacation 
time.

w a
Once

Ix,
%“Baffin has a cultural and 

physical identity totally unique from 
the rest of Canada,” Baffin told the 
Moon. “Within Baffin’s boun
daries there is everything from vast 
vistas of arctic desert to

m
epyfe//c. of

The national flag of the Republic of 
Baffin

SRoaches 
evicted 
at York 
college

Economy in rough 
shape says Cretin
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By Andy Forkupnikels paddle.
OTTAWA - Finance Minister When asked why the economy 

Jean Cretm announced today that was performing poorly the Finance
“m„S!I'aî1!iveC?.n<)u V was ‘n Minister replied that this in- 

condition However, he formation was of such a “sensitive 
requested that Canadjan5 not worry nature” that “in les interests de 
,, °ut tbei.r ec°nomy because, national security” it could not be
rnnjftLn i Ui,has been ‘n ™,audit rélaissé to the Canadian people, 
condfoon for beaucoup years”. Cretin added, however, that

etui made these comments at a Quebec was largely responsible for 
pLess conference held this Canada’s problems. A reporter

Cockroaches threatened with IVIfitrO DnÜCA cona hachick -l1‘il. S1J asked Cretin if he meant the French-eviction at York University’s ""tSirV PUIIVC SBIZC naSIUSII multaneously in both English and
°ctr„^l,cïAe„îiaDc,;"m1;La iir'^CYm

Committee” and are circulating a were later treated for smoke inhalation 
petition to protest the university’s 
action.

“They have a lot of nerve trying 
to evict us”, said a committee 
spokes roach. “What do they think 
this is, the Downsview Hilton?
Why, we don’t even get maid ser
vice, and the food isn’t rotten! Not 
to mention the leaking windows and 
the soggy floors... In some places 
roaches have been flodded right out, 
and are living on soggy floating 
cornflakes and cigarette butts. ”

3§r"m

Canadian politicians running 
Canada or the independists. At this

a raid » an apartment Tne two SSS

bilingual modèle to all garçons.
^^'aîh ’ Thf Finance Mi.nister The reporter who asked the last 
entered the conference wearing a question was later interrogated by 
beaver cap and carrying a canoe theRCMP. K yCIM tower to collapse

. By Trace Elements whose consciences, they say, have
Architects responsible for the been bothering them ever since the 

construction of the world-famous 
CN tower predicted today that the 
structure will topple to Earth on 
Christmas Day of this year. The 
rather disconcerting announcement 
was made by a group of planners

Quebec has split Iphenomenal phallus was built.
“I haven’t been able to sleep,” 

said an anonymous builder."None 
of us have. It’s all so immoral. We 
all knew we were using Crazy Glue 
on the thing. It was only a matter of 
time before the rain started eroding 
the foundation. The City planners 
said it would save money using the 
glue. It’s madness,” said one 
planner.

By Cynthia Ratatouille
Residents of the Ottawa Valley were jolted out of their sleep early Tuesday 

as a major geographical fault slipped downward several feet on the Ottawa 
River’s east side, effectively separating Quebec from the rest of Canada.

The rupture in the earth’s crust came at 10:03 am, toppling power lines 
and houses, and pulling the earth out from under the feet of valley residents, 
livestock and members of parliament.

At press time, federal and Quebec governments had not reached an 
agreement on whose fault it was.

The Moonshine girl
Names in the mud

■ - .

Presley to adorn new bill
w

Iks/V
By Teddy Bear Jackie O., widow of JFK and Ari- ... President Jimmy Carter has

ties BP® essnamed "Eau de Trudeau” o, ™ marrtdln j ï*6"' ! Dubai. Saudi
“Evening in Ottawa”... Infamous 3"d A"’ “d Arab,a and 13 other Persian Gulf
African jokester Generalissimo Dr. Y q tedead to°' states, as well as 20 African nations.
Idi Amin Dada Wonderful Myself fj 
has just been signed by NBC to host 
a dinner hour talk show, “Din-dins 
with Dada”...

It seems all one has to do to get 
into the limelight these days is to be 
related to someone famous, 
preferably a head of state. One such 
relative has recently come out of 
seclusion: Billy Trudeau, brother of 
the PM. Billy claims he’ll first grab 
public attention by challenging 
Jimmy Carter’s brother Billy to

bodilv harrrf tarethseeking a woman charged with assault occasioning I be tha[ YanKwHl' ’either* ’ cUdms
Sexït He7hnhhthe S6X °r5?n! °\Toronto M°on photographer Sid I Trudeau. “It’ll be Brador, and I’ll 
Sexust. Her hobbies are said to be skiing and tennis. I have that party-poopair under the

table real vite...
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Rep Houses cater to all viewers
By Alan Fox

Have you just missed that film all 
your friends raved about? Take that 
noose from around your neck. 
You’ll see it soon, in the Toronto 
Area Rep Houses.

What’s a Rep House? That’s film 
talk for a repertory cinema, a place 
that plays old favorites over and 
over (until you’re sick of them). 
They all cater to a different crowd. 
Each one has its speciality.

A word on rep house etiquette is 
in order. First, most rep houses run 
two films (or one long one) a night. 
Admission to the first means you 
can sit through the second as well.

Admission to the second means 
you can stay and watch the janitor 
sweep up, except at the Kingsway 
and the New Yorker who run the 
first again.

It’s not considered standard to 
make rowdy noises through the 
movies. A couple of theatres have 
found this an increasing problem, 
but the’re cleaning up their act. Nor 
is drinking or smoke considered de 
rigeur. Most places have snack bars, 
which usually feature home-baked 
and natural goodies as well as the 
standard film junk-food.

The Cinema Lumiere (College 
and Spadina) and the Revue (400 
Ronces va 11 es) are Toronto’s current 
“Art Houses’’. All that means is 
that they show foreign films, which 
are real movies... sorry... films from 
Europe and Canada.

Prices at the Revue are $2.00

weeknights and $2.50 weekends, films, so he goes to film festivals, May‘76 opened herein June‘77 
However, rising costs may increase reads magazines, newspapers” to The Roxy (1215 Danforth) and owls to $2.50 all week. Admission find new one,. Foreign* film, are the Kn“^ 3030 Bl“ ° 2ni

3EEi~ BEËEEÊ
films have been shown too much, ceptions, such as The Marquis ofO,
He thinks the public wants newer which was premiered in France in

foreign and American films, but 
totally different from each other.

The Screening Room runs only 
double bills, with no admission 
after the first film. They run pictures 
that cater to the “cult” crowd, film 
films that have their own following 
of fans. The New Yorker is the most 
bizarre of all the theatres, as well as 
the most expensive at $2.75. The run 
all sorts of films from the most 
esoteric foreign films by the most 
obscure directors to hack-flicks. 
Usually they run one film twice with 
a second sandwiched in between.

The audience, too, is bizarre, at 
times becoming rowdy, but 
positive way. I can’t possibly 

Lidolt shows “something people describe it, but it works, 
want to see... low prices don’t mean 
anything to most people”.

are

and projection equipment of all the 
rep houses, according to its 
manager, John Lidolt. His first 
purchase was “lenses that focus” he 
says jokingly, and now the theatre 
has capabilities for 4 channel 
magnetic sound. Lidolt is also 
considering buying the new Dolby 4- 
channel system as well.

This month, for instance, he has 
Toronto’s first showing of the stereo 
print of William Friedkin’s Sor-

If fi in acerer.

As well as these full time theatres, 
_ . there are other second-run houses as

He thinks most of the foreign well. Art Gallery of Ontario, the 
directors have lost their popularity. Science Centre, the Palmerston 

Lidolt says pictures like Swept Library and Regus Films (out of 
Away and Seven Beauties or Last Innis Town Hall at U of T), OISE 
Tango in Paris are popular foreign and Curtis Lecture Hall “H”’are all 
films, while American pictures like places to check out. (In particular, 
A Star is Born did very well. ’ ’ Regus is interesting for its immense

The Screening Room and the New collection of intact cartoons from 
Yorker are Rep houses that run both the heyday of Hollywood).
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HOLIDAY STEREO SPECIALS
Winter is upon us. A time for partying and spending a great deal of time indoors and a stereo
ZStrZCuZTke th°Se ?°!dn/9hts much happier. Good music always give you a much needed 
'ft' ™e H°/'day season is here. A time when we do 30% of our yearly stereo business in only 1

ZtYoZTsZofZltTJe t^TyTu'eTnouZy^" "
We wish the whole York Community Joyous Holidays and a happy 1978.

Genet’s 
The iïlaids

By Jeff Ray man
The Maids, by Jean Genet, is a 

startling and sensuous account of 
the redemptive and destructive 
effects of fantasy, in a society which 
is characterized by repression and 
hypocrisy.

Now being presented by Joe’s 
Bowling Academy of Truth, Art, 
and Creative Submission, at The 
Artworks, 50 Bleecker Street, the 
cast of three women provide an 
evening of vivid entertainment.

The play follows two sisters who 
are maids. They attempt to tran
scend their servitude by acting out 
the roles of Mistress and Maid. The 
plot is typical of Genet’s writing, in 
that human identity is seen ex
clusively as a shifting succession of 
masks, roles, and states. Moral 
values are systematically inverted.

Evil is assigned the place more 
traditionally reserved for good.

Director Steven Bush handles the 
production well. The play is ex
cellently staged, and the movement 
of the actors is fluid.

The play’s only weakpoint was 
that the sound effects did not 
coincide with the action. The rest of 
the props were all used highly ef
fectively.

Theatre of the Absurd enthusiasts 
will enjoy this play. Actresses 
Rhonda Gold and Jane Foster give 
commendable performances as the 
two maids, weaving in and out of 
reality.

Tbchnics
TechnicsBy Panasonic

By Panasonic*335 *510
wti w

r
Q O O O oTi

The Technics Stereo Receiver model 5170 producing 25 + 25 
watts RMS is the powerhouse behind this great system. Also 
included is a fully automatic 2-speed turntable with magnetic 
cartridge and a pair of Avanti Series II Floor Standing 3-way 
Speakers with 12" woofer, 6" midrange, 3" tweeter with a 5 
year guarantee.

Great sound at a low price! Included in this package is the 1978 
model Technics 5070 Stereo Receiver producing 15+15 watts 
RMS at less than 0.8% distortion! Also included is a fully 
automatic turntable with ADC magnetic cartridge & a pair of 2- 
way Bookshelf Speakers finished in true walnut.

•k DUAL Turntables RTR SPEAKERS AKAI STEREO *KENWOOD STEREO*
*-K 1225 automatic

■fr 601 automatic belt
a, 901 Auto-Rev.

Dolby Cassette

$119.00*
$190.00

EXP 10 $110.00 ea. GXC510 0 
Dolby cassette 
Huge clearance on models 
1010 1020 1030 - 1050 34D 

705D 4000DS + DB, 730D,
740D, 7600, 570D+ 270D

1400 Receiver 14 + 14 W$129.00* *
5400 Receiver 35 + 35 W$269.00* *
2400 Receiver 16 + 16 W$160.00*

$69.99* *

$315.00*ULTRALINEAR SPEAKERS
$299.99 4- way bass reflex

5- 40 watts RMS
1022 Turntable* $99.99 ea.

** BOSE JVC STEREO* KOSS HEADPHONES ** 501 Floor Standing
■ft speakers NORESCO STEREO 5515 (22 + 22W) receivers$199.99 *

5406 stereo receiver 
with 4 ch. built in 
AM-FM/8 track

HV-1 $40.00
$50.00
$65.00
$45.00
$23.00

$199.99 ea.
VH-1LC 
PRO 4AA 
HV-1 A

** 2470 Receiver 16 +16 W $170.00 
2570 Receiver 25 + 25 W $200.00 
245 Receiver 16 + 16 W $160.00 
2670 Receiver 35 + 35 $280.00

$299.99 *
$89.99* *PANASONIC-k

•k K-6
** 26” Color T.V.’s

* 20” Color T.V.’s
* 17” Colour T.V.’s

TAPES$650.00
495.00

$445.00
SHURE Cartridges -k

SANSUI STEREO 12/S34.00 *
12/527.00 *
12/520.80 *
6/S26.00 *

12/S32.00 .
30/567.00 *

Memorex 8 tr. 90 
Ampex 20/20 + 90 

60 min.
Ampex 1200’ reels 
XHE 90 min. cass.

M-93E (Super Buy) $57.00 $19.99

Vacations •k AU 2200 amps 10 +10 W $99.99 
AU 5500 amps 25 + 25 W $199.99 
OR 500 Stereo 4 ch $150.00 

4x10W. RMS
all latest models 

now In stock

FOAM SPEAKER GRILLES* TOSHIBA
*Ski Mont Ste Arme 

Dec. 27 - Jan. 1
6 days/5 nights/charter bus 

and hotel

20”x12”,27’x16" economic way to 
modernize the looks of your 
speakers

Buy* 20” Colour T.V.

* Model 355 0.0. Turntable $199.99
$465.00* -kSimilar savings on Maxell 

IOV2" metal reels $6.99 ea. -k$2.50 ea.
-k

■k
CHEQUES WITH I.D. ACCEPTED. LAYAWAY AVAILABLE. (DEMOS CARRY LIMITED GUARANTEES). PLEASE 
ACCEPT OUR APOLOGIES. WE CANNOT GIVE BEST PRICES ON THE PHONE ON ADVERTISED PRODUCTS.♦85 /

from PP- quad.

Christmas Vacations

SpmfiKBL,
79 RNCH ave. W. doWNSVIEW, ONE STOPLIGHT EA -SANYO

flights to all southern destinations
OPEN HOURS: 

MON., TUES.. WED. 
THUR., FRI.

REPRESENTING MANY Of TODAY S MOST RESPECTED 
BRANDS Of ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS♦299. 11-7from

Conquest Travel 
3333 Bayview Avenue 

226-5040

:S&11-9:30
SAT. • AUOeCHOG«C

• STUOOLAâ
• SOUNCVB VTVWAN
• sour*v«AM

10-6
Sr<*foCHAGEX ACCEPTED
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A BOOK
m*» UP THE WALL The

Happy CookerWALL HANGINGS
HAND CRAFTED LOCAL IMPORTED

33 JARVIS ST.IS by Denise Beattie366-4360
A LASTING WEAVINGS

HOOKINGS
QUILTS
BATIKS

MACRAME 
FURS 
METAL 
TAPESTRIES

MON.-FRI.-10:00-6:00 pm. SAT.9:00-6:00 pm

TRIBAL WEAVINGS 
IMPORTED BLANKETS 
SCREEN PRINTS 
CROCHETINGS

the size of a walnut and roll it 
around in your palms until you’re 
satisfied it’s a bail and dip one side

By Denise Beattie
Cookie! Prepare yourself for 

cookies that are so delicious, so 
mouth-wateringly good, so yummy, of it in the sugar. With the sugared

side up place it on the cookie sheet.
Ahem. This recipe is one that the Fill up the cookie sheet with each 

average cookie lover does not often ball about 2 inches apart,
encounter. It’s been a mini-tradition 
in my family - one of my father’s 2 drops on the top of each ball. This 
spécialités.

It’s called ginger snaps. Subdue conceit of special little cracks on the 
your taste buds for the time being top of each cookie, 
and prepare yourself.

GIFT
soummmm

YORK UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE 

CENTRAL SQUARE

Now take the water and put about

BIORHYTHMS small effort will give you the pro’s

Bake for 12 minutes and voila! AllCHRISTMAS SPECIAL! Gather: you must do now is bring your result
3/4 cup shortening to Excalibur for me to taste test and
1 cup brown sugar tightly packed you’re finished (completely).
1 egg Also (whisper, whisper), this is an
'A cup molasses excellent recipe for any festive
Combine these ingredients in a bowl ingredients you may be looking to 
and mix up well. contribute....
2 cups flour Have a good holiday!
1 tsp. (teaspoon) baking soda 
1 tsp. salt 
Vi tsp. cloves 
Vi tsp. cinamin 
3/4 tsp. ginger

If your flour is unsifted, sift it 
before you measure it. If it is sifted 
you should sift all these dry 
ingredients together but don’t forgo 
the recipe simply because you don’t 
have a sifter.

The Annotated Christ
mas Carol by Charles 
Dickens - $4.95 - a facsimile 
text of the first edition.

The Silmarillion by
J.R.R. Tolkien - $10.95 - the 
early history of the world of 
Middle Earth.

The Hobbit: An
Illustrated Edition with the 
Original Text by J.R.R. 
Tolkien - $35.00

Get your personal Biorhythms for 1978 and get 
a unique gift for your friends and relatives!
A guide to your PHYSICAL, EMOTIONAL and 
INTELLECTUAL status throughout 1978.
Easy to follow chart, done on a daily basis 
showing your Biorhythms. Order now in time 
for Christmas or the New Year!

‘The Sea: 
Obsessive

Just send:
Your full birthdate, along with forwarding 
address and $4.00 plus 25c postage and hand
ling in a cheque or postal money order payable

Cancelled 
Because Of Lack Of In
terest by Eric Nicol and 
Peter Whalley.

Wild Birds of Canada 
and the Americas: Notes, 
Observations and Sketches 
of a Field Artist by Terence 
Shorn - $14.95.

Life Goes to War com
piled by David Sherman - 
$22.95.

Hamlet's Mill: An Essay 
Investigating the Origins of 
Human Knowledge and its 
Transmission through Myth 
by Giorgio de Santillana and 
Hertha von Dechend - first 
time in paperback $7.95.

Dispatches by Michael 
Herr $10.25 - the New York 
Times called it "the best 
book to be written about the 
Vietnam War"

The Random House En
cyclopedia $79.95 - a new, 
2,856 page home reference 
work with thousands of 
colour illustrations.

History of the Country 
of Ontario 1615-1875 by
Leo A. Johnson $10.00.

The Second Ring of 
Power by Carlos Castenada
$11.95
Daniel Martin - a New 

novel by John Fowles - 
$13.95.

The Book of Lists by
David Wallachinsky, Irving 
and Amy Wallace $12.95 - 
an incredible new collection 
of facts by the authors of 
The People's Almanac.

The Wasp in a Wig by 
Lewis Carroll $4.95 - the
"suppressed" episode from 
Through the Looking Glass.

Three outstanding pic
ture books for children:

One Old Oxford Ox by 
Nicola Bayley - $5.95

Hosie's Alphabet by 
Leonard Bas kirn - $6.95 
The Architect by Jean 
Jacques Loup - $5.95

Silver on the Tree by 
Susan Cooper $9.50 - the fif
th and final volume in The 
Dark is Rising sequence.

Canada:
By Michael Christ

The Toronto Arts Production is 
endeavouring to salvage another 

Add all of this mixture to the Edward Bond creation, The Sea.
Opinion among the critics is 

divided on Bond’s worth as a 
Procedure: Now is probably a playwright. Sensitive to criticism, 

good time to heat your oven to 350 Bond defends his works with essays 
degrees. accompanying his plays which point

Get a small amount of white sugar to an underlying concern for 
(about 'A cup will more than do), on humanity that is only subtly evident 
a piece of paper, plate, whatever and in his plays, 
a cupful of water. Also a couple of 
ungreased cookie sheets.

Pick up a small spoonful about

previous stuff and stir it all up until 
well blended.to:

J l BIORHYTHMS
P.O. BOX 511 

Pickering, Ont. 
L1V2R7

While Bond’s essays are well- 
written, his plays are not - they are 
too heavily burdened with half- 
articulated ideas. A good play is free 
from such baggage; it is a lean, taut, 

- sure-footed thoroughbred which 
gets from start to finish with 
graceful purpose and a keen 
presence of mind.

Asked what prompted him to 
write The Dea, Bond responded that 
he had read a newspaper report that 
fascinated him: a drowned man had
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been washed up in an English 
seaside town, his arms had been 
wrapped together around his head 
as he had struggled to free himself 
from a restrictive vest.

Bond thought that this was 
evidently a dandy image and so 
began to write a play in which a dead 
man washes up on shore and little 
else happens. For shock value one of 
the characters is then made to hack 
the washed-up body with a knife. 
One earlier play makes this look 
tame, it required that a baby be 
smeared with excrement and then 
stoned to death. Bond makes 
frequent uses of recurrent, obsessive 
images for want of more unifying 

elements in his work.
There is one scene in the play 

where a maddened draper hacks a 
bolt of beautiful cloth into jagged 
pieces on the floor; it filled me with 
such a sense of waste that it was 
painful to watch the play. Theatre 
was that bolt of cloth, it was Edward 
Bond who was hacking it to pieces in 
his clumsy obsessive manner and the 
terrible waste was that fine talents 
had gone into its making and that 
there was an audience to watch it all 
thinking this was the state of 
modern theatre. Let’s pray it’s not.
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DUTCH BLEND

I Cigarette Tbbacco
Tabac à Cigarettes

KELANOE BnilNAP

«VKtily
»

020r
Smokings 8
Experience

|
Students and faculty members of 

the Dance Department at York 
University will perform their 
Christmas concert on Tuesday, 
December 
December 14 and Thursday, 
December 15, at 8:00 pm in Burton 
Auditorium on York’s Keele Street 
campus. A donation of one dollar 
towards the Scholarship Fund will 
be asked at the door. No tickets are 
necessary.

Vt 4QeCHTSKp^lH><LUKETABAK$FAaRiSXiH

Imported Drum Dutch 
Blend Cigarette Tobacco, 
blended in Holland.

13, Wednesday,

For people who take the time to roll their own

>
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Rinmon: crossroad of possibilities
“Real Suite” followed. The first 

of three segments, “Waiting” 
crossroads where people meet and began with four casually-dressed
play to express their skills and people sitting around on straight
feelings. In Toronto, Rinmon is a chairs, waiting. As boredom 
group of three dancers and one tightened its hold, they began 
musician who express their own shifting around in their seats, at first

subtly - an arm resting on the back 
and movement and encourage of a chair, a skirt pulled down over a
others to do the same. On November knee, a scratch, a sideways glance. 
28 and 29, the group presented a The waiters’ restlessness increased 
program of possibilités in York’s until the stage was littered with 
McLaughlin Hall. k illustrations from the “don’t”

The evening opened with chapter of a posture manual - one
“Dialogue,” a collage of past slouched and sliding to the floor,
choreography illustrating the others lying across or hanging 
company’s interest in space as an upside down from their chairs, 
essential factor in dance - and in life. Fidgeting led inevitably to chair - 
Wearing drawstring trousers and scraping, which accelerated into 
leotards, the trio of dancers - dragging, overturning, piling up. 
Margaret Atkinson, Melodic Benger 
and Sallie Lyons - acknowledged stood on a chair and began reciting
the space and played with it, her name, address, phone number
encompassing and moving through and hobbies, “Pardon” had begun, 
it, rolling, stretching, suspending Sallie Lyons and Murray Geddes 
themselves in it. Murray Geddes, (co-creators of “Real Suite”), who
in a three-piece suit, read from had been sitting patiently at op-
a formal “corporate directive”, posite corners of the stage, called to
concerned with the most efficient each other across the space in a vain
method of packaging and exploiting attempt to establish meaningful 
space. A recorded voice explored the communication, while the four in 
more cosmic connotations of the the center ran from chair to chair, 
word, including an enchanting repeating - mechanically but in 
fantasy - intended to illustrate the earnest - their own names, ad- 
concept of infinity - about a pillow dresses, etc. Finally, left alone 
that grew and grew and grew !

By Mary F raker
In Japan Rinmon means a
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skills and feelings through sound
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When one of the four abruptly

Scene from Rinmon

Quintessence, “Architectonics” is a 
soundscape depicting the way 
modern technology and architecture 
are filling up and closing in man’s 
living space.

Margaret Atkinson choreo
graphed “Evening Dance’’ to 
a segment of Keith Jarret’s 
Cologne Concert. It is colourful 
(costumes are two-toned jumpsuits 
in evening shades of red and blue); 
it’s full of the joys of sound and of 
movement - swinging arms, sleepy 
swaying, a peppering of disco 
dancing - and it’s easy to understand 
why Atkinson wanted it to go on and 
on (many in the audience agreed). 
But the piece seemed over - 
repetitive and just too long, and

toward the end I was tempted to 
close my eyes and simply listen. I’m 
glad I didn’t, however, as I would 
have missed one of the most 
beautiful moments of the piece - as 
three women executed rigid 
semaphore - like arm movements, a 
man and woman on the other side of 
the stage involved themselves in a 
fluid “contact improvisation”, 
entwining their bodies, sometimes 
almost separating, but never totally 
losing contact with each other.

Rinmon provided a satisfying 
evening, full of expression, skill and 
feeling, and will be performing 
again this weekend, downtown at 
Fiftee Dance Lab.

confided to the audience that 
movement is her business. When 
she’s not doing movement, she’s 
working to earn money, or “Killing 
Time.” In the solo that followed, 
Lyons manoeuvred in her over- 

onstage with her chair, Lyons turned air as if it - and she - were
upright, and propelled herself 
through space by following her 
cigarette. She was accompanied by 
Geddes on his sound sculpture, a 
collection of hardware including 
stainless steel sinks, wrenches, and 
the tops of compressed - gas tanks.

8. The second half of the program 
f consisted of “Architectonics” and 
3. “Evening Dance.” Composed and 
^ conducted by Geddes, and per- 
(B formed by the brass quintet

Cano en spectacle
%

,ot *
r * This is where we came in/4 * organization that was painstakingly 

set up to create a “Hollywood 
North ’ ’ has done more to damage it.
Its investment set-up was am

bivalent. AsKnelmanputsit, “...its 
rules for investment tended to 
favour precisely those people who 
least needed backing. In order to 
qualify for CFDC money, you had 
to have other investors and a 
distributor. In other words, you had 
to be obviously commercial. In 
pratical terms this often meant that 
producers would line up investors 
and distribution through the 
Hollywood studios. Almost 
inevitably, it would turn out that 
while these films might be 
technically Canadian, they would 
guarantee box-office appeal), would __ 
be geared to the American com
mercial market, and would be 
controlled by American 
businessmen.”

Knelman ends his book on a 
hopeful tune. The final chapter, 
“Note Toward A Screen 
Mythology” is an unfortunate 
compendium of film reviews 
spanning from Sept. 1970 to Oct. 
1977 that is so slip-shod that it seems 
almost purposeless. This chapter 
goes against the grain of the 
preceding eleven chapters, but does 
come to a valid conclusion.

Knelman notes the sudden ap
pearance of a string on genuine
ly good hits - J.A. Martin 
Photographer, Outrageous!, Why 
Shoot The Teacher, One Man, Who 
Has Seen The Wind — and declares'* 
that “what these movies have in 
common are popular flair and a new 
self-confidence. For the first time, 
Canadians have produced a whole 
cluster of pictures that audiences 
really enjoy. We go to see these 
films, not as a patriotic duty, but 
because we want to see them. After 
decades of deprivation, is it possible 
that the dream of a movie 
mythology of our own has finally 
come to pass?"

By Colin Smith
Despite some lapses, Martin 

Knelman’s new book, This Is Where 
We Came In, is an entertaining and 
well-researched volume on the 
origins and developments of 
Canadian cinema.

Knelman, who has been a movie 
critic for the Toronto Star and the 
Globe & Mail, is currently working

t .* as theatre critic for Saturday Night, 
film critic for Toronto Life and 
Vancouver, and a contributing 
editor of The Canadian. This 
thorough grounding helps him 
enrich his material with many 
anecdotal references (some pretty 
crude, some quite funny). 
Knelman’s writing style, largely 
anecdotal to begin with, is clean and 
swings (depending on his film 
assessments) from the lyric to the 
acidic.

The book is slim (170 pages); 
admittedly the Canadian film in
dustry has blossomed only in the last 
decade or so. 
chronological treatment goes back 
quite a bit. He establishes the earlier 
faulty attempts at a film industry 
(the first was in 1915) and then pays 
due homage to the man responsible 
for inspiring most of what is hap
pening now: John Grierson, the 
firebrand who spearheaded the 
National Film Board from its 
founding in 1939 to 1945, and 
continued to be a palpable presence 
until his death in 1972.

Despite the immense number of 
films discussed, Knelman tends to 
write about those movies, directors, 
institutions, etc. that he considers 
most important. There are full 
chapters on three films — Mon 
Oncle Antoine, The Apprenticeship 
Of Duddy Kravitz, and Shadow O) 
The Hawk — as vivid examples of 
what has been properly done (the 
first two) and what has been 
classically botched (the latter one). 
Many directors he considers im
portant: Brault, King, Jutra, 
Shebib, Kotcheff, Arcand, Carle, to 
name a few. There are key figures — 
Sydney Newman and Michael 
Spencer — and institutions — the 
NFB, CBC, and especially the 
CFDC (Canadian Film Develop
ment Corporation.)

Knelman’s grilling of the CFDC- 
produced trash is correctly in
dignant. As he sees it, the

PSSL t
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\ group is aiming at building up both 
english and french audiences. 
Earlier this year they compoleted a 
successful two-month tour of 
Quebec, and are now planning a 
primarily english-language album.

The other aspect of Cano the 
press has been eager to seize upon is 
their co-operative structure. (Cano 
is an acronym for Co-opérative des 
Artistes de Nouvel-Ontario.)

Festival booklets and newspaper 
features have trumpeted the musical 
Cano as part of a larger Cano in
cluding a spectrum of fine arts 
people and projects, and a farm with 
one of North America’s largest 
herds of bison.

But according to multi
instrumentalist (bass, trombone, 
synthesizer, piano) John Doerr, 
there are really two Canos, and the 
two are “connected historically”.

Many of the artists of all sorts 
who founded the original Cano six 
years ago (including several 
members of the band) are still 
working towards a northern 
OntarionAranco-Ontarion cultural 
identity. But the actual “co-op” 
exists only for the members of the 
musical Cano, founded in 1975 by 
André Paiement and Marcel 
Aymar.

All the band’s income - including 
publishing royalties and profits 
from individual members’ gigs - is 
split up 11 ways. Besides the 
musicians, manager Gary 
McGroartry, lighting man Mark 
Delorme and engineer Michael 
Gallagher get a slice of the pie.

1*

André Paiement (left) and York grad. John Doerr. A native of Stratford, he 
graduated with a BA in psychology in 1971, and with a BFA in music in 
1974. His music studies concentrated on jazz (with profs Bob Witmer 
and John Gittins) and electronic music (with David Rosenboom).

By TedMumford
There was something different 

about the pre-show chatter Sunday 
night at Convocation Hall: half of it 
was en français.

The band on hand was Cano, a 
franco-Ontarion conglomeration 
operating out of Sudbury.

Cano played a devastating 2Zi 
hour set, including virtually all the 
pieces on their two A&M albums,
Tous dans la même bateau, and Au 
nord de notre vie.

Cano’s sound is dense: there are 
eight musicians, four of them who 
sing. The occasional lapses in band 
tightness were quite forgivable.

Each song was carefully in
troduced in both french and english.
Some personal favourites were 
violinist Wasyl Kohut’s Spirit of the 
North, Pluie Estivale, Le Vieux 
Mederic and Mon Pays - which 
featured searing solos from Kohut, 
pianist Michel Kendel, bassist John 
Doerr and guitarist David Burt.

The joy that Cano put into their 
music was contagious, as the 
audience responded in kind with two 
tumultuous standing ovations (and 
not of the arbitrary rock concert 
variety).

Cano has been receiving a lot of

Knelman’s

attention from the press lately, for a 
couple of reasons.

For one thing, Cano can be seen 
as an example of french and english 
Canadians working together to 
produce something truly marvellous 
(and quite Canadian).

Here’s why: four Cano members 
are francophones from the Sudbury 
area: guitarist-vocalists André and 
Rachel Paiement, drummer Michel 
Dasti, and keyboardist Michel 
Kendel.

Guitarist-vocalist Marcel Aymar 
is a francophone too - but he’s an 
Acadian.

Violinist Wasyl Kohut is from 
Sudbury, of Ukranian descent. 
Guitarist David Burt and bassist- 
trombonist John Doerr are On- 
tarions, who, like Kohut, rely on 
english to talk to the rest of the 
band.

So it’s no surprise Cano was 
invited to play at the Destiny 
Canada unity conference at York 
last summer.

The band itself does not do any 
federalist flag-waving. But nor do 
they want to see the country split up. 
As André Paiement told the au
dience Sunday, “Mon pays ce n’est 
pas un pays, c’est le Canada.” The
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Q Harbinger is York University’s 
peer counselling and referral 
service. Drop in at 214 Vanier 
residence, or phone 667-3059 
— 3632.
Open 10 am - 6 pm, Monday to 
Friday.

Harbinger's
Column
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Seasons Greetings from 
Butterfield & Robinson Travel 
Travel Centre 
and its Staff

by Sue Kaiser
#

Food in the stomach allows down more calories than a peice of pie or a 
the absorption of alcohol into the cream puff.
blood stream, and consequently SLEEPING: Regular drinking of 
slow the rate of intoxication. alcohol has been shown to interfere
• Drink slowly. with sleep patterns, resulting in
• One drink per hour is about all restless sleep, insomnia and feeling 
your liver can handle. It takes the tired when you get up.
average adult about 5 or 6 hours to §£X: Aside from the extreme of 
metabolize the alcohol m 4 oz. of passjng 0ut, alcohol may cause you 
whiskey, of 1.25 quarts of beer. to miss out because of its general
• Limit your total consumption on depressant effects on the central
each occasion to two or three drinks. nervous system. Men may have
• In general, it is wise to limit your troubie achieving or maintaining an
frequency of drinking to once or 
twice a week.

Drinking is a part of other holiday 
merry-making, but may interfere SPORTS: Outdoor sports and 
without your realizing it. Do you alcohol don’t mix. Alcohol causes 
know what you may be missing? the blood vessels, especially those in
EATING: If you’re worried about the skin to dilate. This causes a 
overeating and gaining weight, feeling of warmth. But increased 
remember that alcohol is full of blood flow to the capillaries causes
empty calories. Two beers contain increased loss of body heat to the

air. Heat is then transferred from 
your internal organs.

This accounts for the fact that an 
intoxicated person may freeze to 
death more quickly than a person 
who hasn’t been drinking. After the 
initial feeling of warmth, you will 
actually cool off more significantly 
when drinking.
DRIVING: Legal intoxication levels 
in Ontario are set at .08 percent 
(blood alcohol level). But the im
pairment of visual acuity, reaction 
time, judgment and self control is a 
very personal matter. It can happen 
as soon as .03 per cent for teen agers, 
and .05 per cent for adults. Two 
quick drinks can raise the blood 
alcohol level of a 160 lb. person 
to .05 per cent; higher for smaller 
people.

Cheers and Happy Holidays.

Ah, sweet December. Hectic, 
crazy days, balanced by parties and 
lots of “good cheer”. Longing sighs 
of “1 need a drink” at the end of 
another essay or exam. The desire to 
forget it all in an alcoholic haze is 
overwhelming.

But the work to be done doesn’t 
disappear even if you yourself 
disappear under the table.

Even those of us who managed to 
balance on the wagon-side during 
school often careen over the side 
when vacation becomes official.

But all is not lost. It is possible 
to partake of Holiday Cheer, in its 
liquid varieties, without doing your 
liver and your next day irreparable 
damage. To minimize the effects of 
alcohol, follow as many of these 
safe drinking habits as you can.
• Eat before and while you drink.

«t?:,
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May 1978 bring you abundant opportunities to Travel. 
We shall be glad to make your arrangements.

s *
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RED CROSS APPEAL FOR CYCLONE VICTIMS IN INDIA 
PLEASE DONATE WHATEVER 

YOU CAN AFFORD TO
MILLIONS OF PEOPLE NOW WITHOUT 

FOOD - CLOTHING & MEDICAL SUPPLIES 
SENDTO

CANADIAN RED CROSS 
NORTH YORK BRANCH 
88 SHEPPARD A VENUE 

TORONTO 222-1134

erection during periods of heavy 
alcohol use.

is

Best Wishes for 
Christmas St 
the New Year

♦s- CAMP TOWHEE, Haliburton, Ontario — 7 week (July 2 - 
August 21 ) co-educational residential camp for children (ages 
8-12) with learning disabilities is hiring staff — cabin coun
sellors; waterfront, arts & crafts, and nature instructors; nur
se; remedial music/drama/math%reading/gross motor in
structors; language therapist; resource counsellors with ex
perience in behaviour management techniques.
Orientation: on Jan. 30, 1978, between 9:00 - 10:00 A.M. 
in the Ross Building,South 169.

**
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to all at

York University
from

Campus
House of Beauty

C86
*

Interviews: will be conducted also on 

Jan. 30 in the Ross Building, North 108.

Contact your Student Services Department for applications.

'MH
*

wi min Central Square
*
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MANN'S T.V. » STEREO LTD. 6

4f

& RECEIVERS, TURNTABLES, SPEAKERS, TAPE DECKS»

DEMO'S AND ONE OF A KIND SALE!
JVCman. sugg. listPIONEER 7371 n. EMPIRE

r jii——*

RECEIVER — 20w + 20 w 
—fo.S.L.orless

JRS100 $2*0.X— DEMO
RECEIVER — 35 w+ 35 w 
mMM M.S.L. or less 

JRSZ00 MK II‘390-Demo 
RECEIVER — S0w + SOW 

M.S.L. orless
JRS30G MK II'520-Demo
RECEIVER —Xw + *0 w 

k.S.L. or less
JRS400 MK II '*50-Demo 
RECEIVER — HOw + llOw 

M.S.L. or less
JRS600 $9X.X — DEMO 
TURNTABLE -

v
♦199“MAG.

RECEIVER- 15 w + IS w 
1ÂS.L. or less 
5205.95 — DEMO 

RECEIVER — 2Cw + 20w 
•M.S.L.or less 
$359.95—DEMO 

RECEIVER — 50w + 50w 
M.S.L. or less 
$579.95— DEMO 

RECEIVER - *5 w + *5 w 
RiS.L.orless 
$770.X—DEMO 

RECEIVER -$5 w + 05 w 
M.S.L. orless 
SM0.X— DEMO 

RECEIVER —120W-M20W 
M.S.L.orless

SXlObU 51050.X— DEMO
RECEIVER — 1*0 w + l«0w 

M.S.L. orless 
S13X.X— DEMO

CART.♦199”SX450
♦299”

♦249”SX550 ♦399“
♦429”SX750 ♦499“TELMANN 20'SJVC JLA20PIONEER SX550
♦529” — Semi Autometic

— wow A flutter 0.0*%
— S/N*3db

— 20 w RMS 
— Air Suspension — Syr. Guarantee
— 2 way ♦599“tnlt)

— 20w + 20 w
— 0.3% T.H.D.SX850
THIS SYSTEM HAS 
BEEN SPECIALLY PUT 
TOGETHER FOR VALUE 
&SOUNDQUALITY!

♦579“ ♦49900 ♦99“OUR
LOW
SPECIAL!

SX950 M.S.L. or less
JLA20 $129.95- DEMO 
TURNTABLE -

♦689“ ♦189“,, ... M.S.L. or less
JLA40 5230.X — DEMO 
TURNTABLE — QUARTZ 

M.S.L. or less 
5390.X—DEMO 

TAPE DECK-CASSETTE 
,c M.S.L-orless 

KD-15 52X.X—DEMO
TAPE DECK - CASSETTE 

M.S.L. or less 
$3*0.00— DEMO

♦309”♦849” CHECK OUT OUR LOW EVERYDAY PRICES! 
SYSTEMS TO SUIT EVERY BUDGET!

SX1250 QL-7
TURNTABLE — ♦230“♦104“PL112D*M4.9S - DEMO

1includes”
EMPIRE
MAG.
CART.

'■m •299“TURNTABLE-

*man. sugg. list
♦129“ KD-35

TAPE DECK-CASSETTE 
M.S.L. or less 
5470.X— DEMO 

TAPE DECK- CASSETTE
________ MTS.L. or less
KBS200 5410.x—DEMO
TV - RADIO-CASSETTE 

M.S.L.or less 
5370.X—DEMO

PL115D$'?74$9LS-DEMO 

TURNTABLE - QUARTZ 
M.S.L. orless 
5419.95—DEMO 

TAPE DECK- CASSETTE 
. M.S.L. or less 

CTF6262 $359 95- DEMO 
TAPE DECK-CASSETTE
______ _ M.S.L. or less
CTF2121 5259.95- DEMO

’106415 ♦389“or less

♦279“ KD75
PL550 8

♦319“
m♦266” 5 §8

! i ■
♦330”&*.

^Pioneer SX6S0

3060
T.V. —RADIO♦199“

♦236”M.t.L. or less 
5270.X—DEMOPIONEER PL115D TELMANN 40^ 3050

EQUALIZER
SPEAKERS — 40 WATT 

M.S.L. or less
HPM40 5440.X pr DEMO 
SPEAKERS-«WATT 

W.S.L. or less 
SM0.X pr-DEMO 

SPEAKERS- IX WATT 
M.S.L.orless

HPM100 $**0.Xpr-DEMO 
SPEAKERS-150 WATT 
——».S.L.orlx, 
HPM150 $l*50.Xpr — DEMO

'299?, — Semi - Automatic
— wew * «utter 0.07%
— S/N«3db

— 3 way 
—«watts
— Syr. Guarantee

♦180”... — HTS.L. or less 
SEA-20 5220.X—DEMO

— 35 w + 35 w
— 0.3% T.H.D.

♦399%

UUWpr

annrnin«JilwPR

THIE SYSTEM HAS 
BEEN SPECIALLY PUT 
TOGETHER FOR VALUE 
& SOUNDQUALITY!

NEW EQUIPMENT 
AVAILABLE 

SLIGHTLY HIGHER 
PRICESI♦669°°

OUR
LOW
SPECIAL!

WE WILL NOT BE 
UNDERSOLD BY ANYONE!
SHOW YOUR YORK CARD,
PAY CASH, Et RECEIVE AND EXTRA 5% off.

226-4116-7MANN'S CALLTHE PROFESSIONALS
TODAY!T.V.& STEREO LTD.

4919 BATHURST ST. ($. E. comet of Fmeli t Bÿheist)
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TWP’s champagne season
SCM B00KR00MClub” is witty, thoughtfulit

333 BLOOR ST. WEST AT ST.GEORGE

I. k t Jh®“n . nor the blatant stereotyping of “the mimic their counterparts that one
It is difficult not to be influenced weaker sex.’’The treatment of wonders what exactly the difference

by audience reaction when viewing a topics in this fabricated shelter nat exactly me mnerence
play theatre is a collective ex- almost always results in a n , . . . .
perience and that which the majority declaration of man’s superiority But once the initial surprise of the
finds entertaining often becomes so. Why then would an audience which players’ gender wears off and the

Such is and is not the case for The is at least half female accept so audience 1S taken in by their ex-
ub. This “musical diversion” good-naturedly a play of this type? cel,ent characterizations, what

(part of Toronto Workshop’s First of all, the action takes place ho|ds the spectators’ attention is not
Champagne Season), opened at the almost a century ago Therefore the material presented in The Club
TWP theatre one week ago today to one might suggest that there has *most of il’ in fact> is old hat) but 
(albeit) a receptive group of spec- been a great evolution in the roles of the way in which il is Presented, 
tators but spectators who were the sexes. Secondly, the play is a There is a ticker-tape dance. The 
eciprocally impressed and treated light-hearted musical approaching characters are introduced via a 

with a most witty, entertaining, its material in a burlesque sort of barber shop quartette. These ac- 
thought-provokmg evening way. Therefore, one might take the tresses portraying men play men

The Club is a safe retreat — a entire presentation as satire. But portraying women. Even a musical
mTr!lherrootC rb 19? wh“e more than likely- the interest within a musical is staged. The Club 
members go to toss ideas and gossip, revolves around The Club’s ex- moves quickly and provides the
to play their roles, to evade their treme, almost disturbing irony — right amount of singing and dancing 
wives and mistresses, to smoke their the roles are all played by women. at the right times. There is a lot of
cigars and sip their wine. The result of this is hard to food for thought here, but The Club
foMheralher'a-V*?ub £diting> and low-kcy narration, can be enjoyed as just good plain
for the rather rigid class distinctions The seven performers so aptly fun.

979-9624
is between the sexes.

CHRISTMAS BOOKS AND COURSE 
BOOKS FOR THE COMING YEAR

10% DISCOUNT ON 
TRADE TITLES

PREPARE FOR:

OMAT'GRE
Classes now starting for February 4th 

LSAT examKendall’s newest screened
„T . By Colin Smith attention of the NFB or CBC. Do It With Jov is a iovous S4-

onight is the beginning of a This is the case with Nick Kendall. minute ode to alternate lifestvles
~P, ,o open nim$ p« » -*««. -

Distribution Centre) screening of a new one), some of which have been editing, and low key nanation
hour-long documentary by seen on CBC-TV (1973’s Ice, for There are faults (some

Thph0lt! Kend,a ’ DoI‘ Wltt? Joy: examPle>- Do It With Joy, a free- integrated humour overuse of
FdLrH?Tent Wal fr0n? Natahe form documentary about tree- zooming) but on the whole it’s a
board^of’dlreSoTs of°he CFDC It “ "Tf™ BC’JS Up thoroughly engaging piece of work
wa^fhp firti th ■ JDC" 1 f dlbs’ and for once the fuss 15 that takes some steps in the direction

The"1'cFot a °n * film Jumemary ,Z

organization founded in 1967 and 
operating out of a rambling old 
house on Jarvis St., is providing a 
forum for Canadian filmmakers 
who would otherwise get little 
publicity, ie. experimental-short- 
subject-documentary type film
makers working in 16mm. The 
centre, which distributed (rental or 
sales) several hundred of these films 
itself, is starting screenings 
regular basis. Ordinarily these films 
have few outlets other than 
universities and libraries, although 
the occasional one comes to the

Small classes taught by skilled instructors. Voluminous 
home-study materials constantly updated by expert re
searchers. Complete tape facilities for review of class 
lessons and study of supplementary materials. Oppor
tunities to make up missed lessons. Low hourly cost.

Visit Our Center And See For Yourself 
Why We Make The Differencenew

non-
Flexible Programs And Hours

For information, 
please call: ^FmpuÏn

-MT EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
OF TORONTO LTD. 

1992 Yonge Street, Suite 301, Toronto, Ontario M4S 1Z7
•The 39th year for the Stanley H. Kaplan Centers

Other Stanley H. Kaplan Centers in Major US Cities, 
Puerto Rico and Lugano, Switzerland

485-1930
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 

REQUIRED FOR 
YOUTH SUMMER CAMP

MATURE, EXPERIENCED CAMP PERSON OR RE
CREATION FIELD, FOR 10 TO 16 YEAR AGE GROUP. 
BEGIN PART TIME NOW. MAY 1 FULL TIME.

Particulars: (416) 783-6168 or write 
821 Eglinton Ave. W. Toronto M5N 1E6

TO EXCALIBUR READERS ONLY!
NO MOVIE IS KNOWN

BY ITS TITLE ALONE' 
Be informed...read it first in

on a

Harbourfront More Photos 
More Previews 
Exclusive 
Interviews 
Future Scene

f ÆjwII
235 Queen’s Quay West

We’ve got poetry, jazz, films and lots more, all 
year round. Come down this week! wplus

Record Reviews 
Book Reviews 
And Much More

%
FOLK AND BLUES

Folk and blues musicians are welcome to 
perform every Thursday night in the 
Cafe. 8:30 p.m.

SUNDAYJAZZ
On Dec. 11 Harvey Silver and His Band
perform; on Dec. 18, it’s Pete Savory’s 
Louisiana Joymakers, and The Climax 
Jazz Band is featured on Jan. 1. 7:30 
p.m. in the Brigantine Room. Admis
sion $1.

The indispensable moviegoers reference guide. 
Don't run the risk of missing an issue, have Show 
bill delivered directly to your home by 1st Class mail 
and be the first to know.

1 Year Subscription i6 issues)

CHRISTMAS CRAFT SALE
Works in ceramics, glass, textiles and 
jewellery by Harbourfront’s resident 
craftsmen are for sale in the Exhibition 
Gallery from Dec. 9 through 23. Open 
daily, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

FRIDAY NIGHT FLICKS
Feature-length films and shorts are 
screened every Friday at 8 p.m. Call 
364-5665 for details.

Special Excalibur Rate 3 ^

SUBSCRIBE NOWFESTIVAL OF LIGHT
Electric artists Martin Hirschberg, Don 
Jean-Louis and Michael Yerex light up 
the Art Gallery with their work in neon, 
flourescent and incandescent light. The 
show opens Saturday, Dec. 10, and runs 
till Dec. 31. Gallery hours: Tues.-Thurs. 
12:30 to 6 p.m. Weekends 12:30 to 9p.m. 
Closed Christmas Day.

POETRY EVENING
On Tuesday, Dec. 13, author-poet 
Irving Layton reads from his work; 
on Dec. 20 Len Gasparini is the guest. 
8:30 p.m. in the Cafe.

i“I don’t want to miss another issue of Showbill”

aow™ 105 Davenport Rd.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada. M5R 1H6

(Cheque or Money Order in Canadian & American funds only) 
to cover handling & postage. Please do not send cash through the mail.

WEDNESDAY NIGHT 
AT THE MOVIES

Every Wednesday at 8:30 p.m. in the 
Cafe. Films for Dec. 14, 21 and 28 
look at food from a variety of view
points. Call 364-5665 for details.

Special Excalibur Rate J 75TWO PLAYS
The Centennial College Drama Guild 
and Actor’s Workshop present Edward 
Albee’s The Sandbox and George 
Bernard Shaw’s Passion, Poison & 
Petrifaction at 8:30 p.m. on December 
10, 11, 14 and 15 in the Theatre.

If you wish to use your credit card 
please fill in your account number 
in the space indicated.

e ■
Acct No Exp Date

AN EVENING OF DANCE 
Dancesmiths” of George Brown 

College School of Dance present three 
new works on Dec. 17 and 18 at 8 p.m.

&SIG Acc t No Exp Date

Name
(Please Print)

Address Apt No

Free admission unless otherwise stated . Free parking. For more information 
these and other programs dunng the week, call us at 364-5665

City Province or Stale

i in Country Zip or Post Code

ALLOW 4 TO 8 WEEKS FOR SUBSCRIPTION TO START
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Field-Tripping the Tundra
A group of York biology students 

found themselves pushing their 
boats over a mile of ice floes last 
summer, while the town council of 
Igloolik enjoyed the spectacle from 
the shore.

That adventure was an unplanned 
- but educational - part of the 
Biology Department’s High Arctic 
Tundra Field Course. Under the 
direction of Prof. Martin Lewis and 

< Prof. Duncan Cameron of the 
Biology Department, fourteen 
students from York and one from 
Carleton spent three weeks in 
Igloolik and Sarcpa Lake, earning 
two academic credits and im
measurable experience of the 
ecology of the tundra.

The ice floes appeared unex
pectedly - to the white visitors-on 
their return from a day trip by 
outboard - motorized canoes to the 
eastern end of Igloolik Island. The 
group had started out on a fine July 
day shortly after the pack ice had 
disappeared from Turton Bay, 
which separates the settlement from 
the eastern end of the island.

“The bay was full of ice at five 
o’clock” Prof. Lewis recalled. “The 
men had to get out onto the ice and 
push the boats over more than a mile 
of floes. While warning everyone to 
be careful, I was the only one who 
fell in.”

After that trial by ice, the native 
inhabitants of Igloolik (an isolated 
settlement in the District of 
Franklin, N.W.T., at 69 degrees 
north latitude) were much more 
friendly to the visitors.
“Apparently we made a great hit 
with them; it was obvious that we 
were neither government officials 
nor tourists,” Prof. Lewis laughed.

The group arrived in Igloolik July 
20 and spent a week there doing field 
work and adjusting to the tem

perature, generally around six 
degrees Celsius (40 Farenheit) and 
the midnight sun. They then flew to 
Sarcpa Lake, some 50 miles west of 
Hall Beach, the site of an aban
doned DEW Line station.

Here the real work got underway.
The DEW Line station had been 
gutted of equipment and somewhat 
damaged by the American crew 
when they left, both to prevent it 
“falling into enemy hands” and to 
keep the material from being re
used, Prof. Lewis said.

The York group turned the 
station into a biology field lab in two 
weeks of hard work, while com
pleting research projects on the local 
ecology, keeping journals, and 
collecting herbariums of local 
plants. Life in the midnight sun led 
to some odd schedules: “In the first 
week everyone managed to get by on 
three or four hours a night of sleep, 
going to bed about four in the 
morning and getting up at seven or 
eight” said student Valerie Story.

The only period during which the included arctic fox, lemmings, seals, 
isolation and climate affected the and 
group emotionally occurred during Ornithologist Andrew Hodges 
the last of five cloudy days, when assisted in identifying the latter, 
some people seemed edgy. But on 
the whole, the experience was ex
citing and unique.

“I think a large percentage of the char, and trout, 
people who went up would be keen 
to go back” said another student, decided on his own initiative to 
Steven Matthews. “You just can’t accompany the group, kept them 
get the feeling of the tundra from well-supplied with meat through his 
photos or slides, you have to be hunting skills. Other provisions

were flown in; and since the Sarcpa
Although treeless and windswept, Lake site has one of the best air- 

the landscape contained many strips in the Arctic, one impromptu 
attractions for the students.“It was party resulted when a planeload of 
only three weeks so you couldn’t geologists visited during bad 
take anything for granted” Valerie weather.
Story explained.“Seeing a caribou 
up close remained a thrill. ’ ’

Other animals frequently spotted first to the High Arctic. “Field trips
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The High Arctic Field Course group poses for a picture on the steps of their field laboratory. Prof. Martin Lewis, 
trip organizer, is fifth from the left.

are organized in co-operation with 
three other Ontario Universités” 
explained Prof. Lewis. Since York 
students can enroll in, and receive 
credit for, field trips sponsored by 
other participating universities, they 
can study the local ecology of many 
places between the Arctic and the 
West Indies.

“It was a tremendous success this 
year” he concluded, “and the 
students left a real monument as 
proof of their efforts, a completely 
usable field lab at the Sarcpa Lake 
site.”

The costs of the trip were paid for 
partly by the students and partly by 
the federal Department of Indian 
and Northern Affairs, as the field 
station will be of use to government helped obtain the DINA funding for 
researchers — as well as future York the project, and visited the group at 
field trips. the site.

I became interested 
specializing in Arctic biology after 
the trip” said Steven Matthews. 
Another York group will be able to 
test their survival skills this summer 
during the same time period; the 
Sarcpa station is seventy miles from 
any settlement, and about twelve 
hours from the nearest hospital.

in
abundant bird life.

Graduate student Dave Belyea, as 
head chef, kept the group going with 
gourmet meals of caribou, arctic

An Inuit named Thomassie, who

Prof. Lewis noted that the1 
Scientist - in-Charge of the Igloolik 
station, Dr. Andy Rode, was in
strumental in local arrangements for 
the 1977 field trip.

there.”

The originator of the idea to 
establish a field station at Sarcpa 
Lake was Moose Kerr, an Ottawa 

.administrator with DINA who
Although the Biology department 

runs several field trips, this was the

Xmas Dancers Footnotes
«

Book Marks The first allows a stipend of is $6,000 per annum, for a duration 
between $6,000 and $8,500 for of three years (in most cases). 
Canadian Ph.D. students. Travels The deadline for applications is 
costs and research costs are also March 1, 1978. Applications and 
included. information may be obtained by

The award is normally for writing: Awards Officer, National 
research in a developing country, to Programs Division, Association of 
be initiated before January 1979, by Universities and Colleges of 
a student who has completed all Canada, 151 Slater St., Ottawa KIP 
Ph.D. requirements except the 
thesis.

The second set of awards are for 
students from developing countries vJM IO D© 
in Canada on a student visa.
Intended to aid completion of the |n Cn/llon/i 
Ph.D. thesis in the student’s home III CI IU Id IIU 
country, the amount of the award is 
variable.

Five awards are offered in each 
category. The deadline for ap
plications to: Thesis Research 
Award - Ph.D., International 
Research Development Centre,
P.O. Box 8500, Ottawa KIG 3H9, is 
January 31, 1978.

At a luncheon held Thursday, 
! November 24, in the Founders

College Masters Dining Room, the 
Faculty of Arts honoured recipients 
of the 1977 Book Prize for out
standing academic achievement. 
The winners, who achieved the 
highest grade point average of 

* students in their year of study in 
1976-77, were:
Year I — Michele Straka and Lisa 
Zucker;
Year II — Fulton Bell (Economics); 
Year II I — Janet MacLean (English) 
and Cynthia Patterson (English); 
Year IV

pm
m* ' ■ 5N1.

S@8MI■MB
York dancers rehearse for the upcoming concert, while snow is reflected 
on the windows of the Fine Arts Building.

Two parts of a major new work 
choreographed by Acting Chairman 
Grant Strate will be featured at the 
Dance Department’s annual 
Christmas Concert.

The concert, which includes seven 
dance works choreographed by 
students as well as faculty members, 
will be presented the nights of 
Tuesday, December 13, Wednesday 
December 14, and Thursday,
December 15. Each evening’s 
performance begins at 8:00 p.m. in 
Burton Auditorium.

Although tickets are not 
necessary, a donation of one dollar 
toward the Scholarship Fund will be 
asked at the door.

Prof. Strate explained that his 
contribution to the Concert 
represents “two parts of a major 
work which will be presented in its 
entirety downtown next spring.”

Summer courses in English 
drama, culture, and literature are 
held at several British universities 
each summer.

The Universities of Birmingham, 
Kent, and Oxford offer courses 
from July 3 to August 11. Courses 
given by the University of London 
and the Scottish Universities are 
scheduled from July 10 to August

Patricia TempleThe first part, titled “Circlings”
includes seven women dancing as a (Economics); Josef Bartl (History); 
group; the second, “Findings” B™ce Rowc (English); and John 
presents overlapping solos by nine Riach (Philosophy), 
men. In addition to the Chairmen of the

“There is no exact time at which Departments involved and the 
each soloist enters” Prof. Strate Divisions of Humanities and Social 
said. “It will vary from per- Science, the luncheon was attended 
formance to performance depen- by faculty members who had taught 
ding on relations with the others thc winners. As well, President 
already on stage.” Macdonald, Dean Eisen, Associate — -

The music for both parts will Deans Byers and Whitla, and staff /Xi/VATCI 
include live and taped compositions members of the Dean’s Office were 
by Michael Byron, a Dance present. Each of the recipients was 
Department faculty member. given a book and a cheque for $100.

pieces
choreographed by Terrill Maguire,
Susan Cash, Karen Bowes, Jean 
Moncrieff, Ingrid Remkins, and Joe 
Bietola. The evening should provide 
welcome respite from the 999th

Emergency 18.
Intended for graduates, or un

dergraduates who have completed 
all but the final year of a degreee 
course, and teachers, the courses 

A research fellowship to en- cost between 445 English pounds 
courage disaster research and and 550 English pounds, 
emergency planning in Canada, Further information and ap- 
tenable at the Disaster Research plication forms, which must be sent
Centre, Ohio State University, is in by March 21, 1978, are available
now open to applications. from: Awards Officer, National

Candidates should hold a Programs Division, Association of
The International Development Master’s degree in sociology or Universities and Colleges of

performance of the Nutcracker Research Centre has announced two related discipline, but may be Canada, 151 Slater St., Ottawa KIP
Suite, a more traditional Christmas separate Ph.D. research award 
dance concert held elsewhere.

The other are

IDRC $
considered with a first degree in 5N1. A filing fee of $20 must ac- 
sociology. The amount of the award company applications.programs.
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Clement’s latest shows US/Cdn capital links
Canadian capitalists have always,

Clement notes, operated out of a 
larger economic unit — first the 
British Empire and then the 
American network. Canada’s 
economic elite developed an ex
tensive commercial and tran
sportation system that was used to 
extract and export primary staples 
such as fish, fur, timber, and later 
wheat, paper, and minderals.

The development of a locally 
based industrial sector was largely 

capitalist class developed and ignored, indeed, even discouraged 
maintained control over key sectors through the credit policies of the 
of this country’s economy. major financiers.

He revealed that despite a large While the suppression of an
degree of foreign ownership in many indigenous entrepreneural class was Canadian state retains considerable receives the lion’s share (62.2%) of
areas, a Canadian elite retained one side of the coin, the flourishing' power, it is unwilling to challenge taxes from foreign-owned
control of the banks, life insurance of American branch plants was the the basic foundation of corporate manufacturing corporations with all
companies, transportation, utilities other. This has been in large part power: the private ownership and the other regions being greatly under
and mass media. responsible for the distortions in the control of productive property.

The book demonstrated that, Canadian economy with its bloated Clement notes that while the 
contrary to popular opinion, financial and commercial system Canadian government is formally disparity, he says, have been at- based as they are on the claims of
Canadian corporations have not and its miniscule indigenous committed to ending regional tempts to induce domestic and capital, invariably lead to a system
been overwhelmed by the onslaught manufacturing sector. disparities, it leaves unchecked the foreign corporations to invest in the of extractive power by which those
of American capital, but are instead Clement says these weaknesses investment patterns of corporations less developed regions. in ‘command’ positions remove
solidifying their control in their are the hallmark of an un- which are largely responsible for But, as Clement points out, “to degrees of freedom from persons
traditional areas. derdeveloped society. And, he regional industrial differences. entice a corporation to perform below and increase their own

But for Clement an adequate explains: “an underdeveloped Clement shows how, if only certain operations in a specific freedom.” 
understanding of the Canadian society is no longer an undeveloped Canadian owned corporations are location, the State must offer
power structure needed an society, but one whose development considered, Quebec, Ontario and sufficient inducements of capital or that “as long as the dominant mode
examination of the links between is controlled from outside”. British Columbia would all receive a concessions (such as forgiveable of ownership continues to be
Canadian and American capitalists. After considering Canada’s place greater proportion of corporate loans or tax holidays). In other private, the power of the economic
And, so he wrote Contintial Cor- in the continential economy, taxes than their population would words, it must lure the corporation elite will continue to dominate at the
poratePower. Clement questions the reality of entitle them to with the Prairies and on the corporation’s own terms — expense of the citizenry. ”

and those terms are the private 
accumulation of profit”.

This only perpetuates the syn
drome of underdevelopment 
because it keeps control of 
productive resources in the hands of 
people outside the region. And, i t 
eventually lead to a net capital drain 
from the region and so is totally 
self-defeating.

The answer to this problem is not, 
according to Clement, to replace a 
foreign elite by an indigenous one. 
How much more control, he asks, 
does the average Canadian have 
over the operation of the Royal 
Bank, Sun Life, Stelco or Eatons 
that she or he does over General 
Motors of Canada, Imperial Oil or 
Kresge’s?

CONTINENTAL CORPORATE 
POWER
by Wallace Clement McClelland 
& Stewart $6.95 paper, $14.95 
cloth. By Mark Stobbe Re
printed from the Sheaf By 
Canadian University Press.

or
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ETwo years ago Wallace Clement, 
in the Canadian Corporate Elite, 
showed how Canada’s own

•a

I**

political sovereignity in this Atlantic somewhat under-fed. 
country. He says that while the On the other hand, Ontario

Not much, since 
Government efforts to end this damental structure of corporations,

the fun-represented.

This leads Clement to conclude

TAT S PRE BOXING DAYS SALE IS OUR WAY OF SAYING 
"SEASONS GREETINGS''

OUR HIGH END AUDIO FEATURE IS:

REVIEW COURSE INC i JM

;
M

* 22 hour review course 
for Dec., Feb. & April.

* No additional charge for 
repeating course

CLASSES AT THE ROYAL YORK HOTEL 
IN TORONTO CALL (416) 633-9971

■
B • e j
L

LUXMAN M6000 AMPLIFIER $2.999.
(or less)

• LUX is known to some as the McIntosh of Japan This 
refers to the impeccable quality of construction and 
overall feel of the product, for if anything LUX equip
ment is more technologically advanced than McIn
tosh "

r:
Complete Buyers Guide to Stereo Equipment 

December 1976| *Exercise - Relaxation - Self Development

— BUT, YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE RICH TO BENEFIT FROM LUXMAN’S 
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY AND HIGH ENGINEERING STANDARDS!

For Example —

LUXMAN 30 SOLID STATE STEREO INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

YOGA ATNOON
Instruction by HOWARD HALPERN, M.A.
A full time professional of 5 years' experience, trained by and instructing under 
the guidance of Axel Molema (The York Yoga Club). A graduate of York Univer
sity, Mr. Halpern has instructed at U. of T., Seneca College, and North York Board 
of Education. Member, FEDERATION of ONTARIO YOGA TEACHERS.

Tuesday, starting January 3 (Late starters welcome)
12 Noon-1 PM

15 Lessons: $30. Registration at 1st class.
218 Bethune College 

Please wear loose attire
The York Yoga Club offers classes each Monday, 7:15-8:15 PM 
Beginner, 8:15-9:15 PM Intermediate, at 202 Vanier College.
Other courses available at other times and locations.

INFORMATION:
884-2671 24 Hours, 7 Days a week 
742-0878 Before 11 PM

■ The L-30 was designed to seek the best cost per
formance and to attain simplicity yet retaining the 
necessary features for true Hi-Fi from the viewpoint 
of practical use after an exhaustive review of current 
amplifiers in terms of both circuit and function.

■ No comparable amplifier is available today with a 
healthy 32W/Ch (RMS) power in the moderate price 
bracket

■ The L-30 is suitable for not only an audio novice but 
even the discerning audiophile will be happy with its 
excellent power response with almost immeasurable 
0 05% distortion.

I
r

NOTE:

Sugg, list $249.00 ea.
(or less)

LUXMAN33 AM/FM MPX TUNER
The T-33 AM/FM tuner is designed as a matching 
tuner to the L-30 new high performance economical 
integrated amplifier. The best cost performance 
our target on the T-33 and its companion the L-30 
alike Yet we still keep to the LUXMAN traditions of 
unfaltering quality A specially selected P L.L. 
(Phase-Locked-Loop) MPX 1C is used to obtain stable 
and excellent distortion, separation and S/N charac
teristics over years of use

wasIESISIIKIII HUE
Sugg, list $249.00 ea.

(or less)

NOW YOU CAN HAVE SEPARATES AND THEIR 
ADVANTAGES FOR THE PRICE YOU WOULD EXPECT 

TO PAY FOR A RECEIVER ALONESpeaking and Fund 

Raising Tour by A Representative 

of the People’s Front of Chile

Friday, Decembers, 1977 

12:00 NOON

Faculty Lounge Ross S872

THE PLACE TO DEAL

TAT
6174 Yonge St. 
North Toronto 

223-9551
Mon/Fri. 9-9 Sat. 9-6

10176 Yonge St. 
Richmond Hill 

884-4439
Daily 11-9 (Wed. 11-6) 

Sat. 9-6
Orgw.i/iid by York Students in Solidarity With Resistance In Chile
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The rink was too small
Exercise, Relaxation-Self Development

THE YORK YOGA CLUB
INSTRUCTION BY AXEL MOLEMA

Full time professional, 10 yrs. experience at U. of T., Humber College, and 
Seneca College.
Member, FEDERATION OF ONTARIO YOGA TEACHERS.
Vanier College. Room 202
Mondays, starting January 2
16 Lassons: $24. Registration at 1st class.

Beginner 7:15-8:16 PM Intermediate 8:15-9:15 PM 
Please wear loose attire and bring mat or blanket

NOTE: Classes also available Tuesdays, 12 Noon-1 PM, 218 Bethune College, 
with Howard Halpern, M.A., instructor. Other courses available at 
other times and locations.

For Information: 742-0878 884-2671

By George Trenton The rink was small and therefore 
Carol Trewin scored her first goal advantageous to the Guelph team 

of the regular season last Thursday who play a close forechecking style 
in a losing cause as the Yeowomen of hockey and wait for breaks given 
ice hockey team were downed by to them by their opposition, 
the Guelph Gryphons 4-1. “The rink was so small that we

York’s only goal, assisted by couldn’t play our wide open game,” 
Alice Vanderley and Linda Berry, said Berry, 
came early in the first period, a According to many hockey 
period dominated by York’s strong Yeowomen, the Grypons in
offence. corporate a great deal of rough play

In the same period, however, jn their game, especially on their 
Guelph tied up the game at 1 -1. own ice where the referees are

known to be lax.
“It’s always a joke playing in 

Guelph,” said Yeowoman Dana 
Phillips. “Their refs really let the 
bodychecking go.” Guelph 
Gryphon Dixie takes a different 
point of view. “I wish this was a 
bodychecking league so I could let 
Dana Phillips have it.”

Coach Laura Smith will have her 
players working on the fine points of 
hockey over the Christmas break so 
they will be ready for their next 
game on January 11 when they will 
host their crosstown rivals, the U of 
T Blues.

team was not as overpowering of the 
Blues as they could have been. “It’s 
difficult to maintain a high level of 
play when we are so much better 
than the other teams in our tier.”

Hart said the U of T team has a 
number of tall girls but are not as 
strong defensively as York.

“They (U of T) block well and 
have good hitters, and with some 
experience may show improvement 
in future,” she said.

The Yeowomen are the only 
undefeated team in their tier II 
league of the Ontario Women’s 
Inter-collegiate Athletic Asso
ciation. They have a substantial 
margin over the second place U of T 
plues.

The Yeowomen will play in an 
Ontario volleyball senior double ‘A’ 
league game on Saturday in Scar
borough. They meet Laurier 
University in Waterloo in league 
play again next January 18.

iVe Put Our Heart 
P A into Delivery PJl k j>

fl
The Yeowomen basketball team 

were outscored by Waterloo last 
Wednesday 66-22 in Tait McKenzie 
gym. The Yeowomen were 2 for 27 
by the end of the first half.

According to coach Skip 
Letheren, the York team is in
consistent from game to game. 
“Waterloo lost by 15 to Queen’s 
who we lost to by only 1 point last 
week,” he said.

Sylvia Teluso led the Yeowomen 
with 10 points in the game.

Tomorrow night the team will 
meet Laurentian, the defending 
national champions, in Sudbury.

itVi

t

n

6534» “This will make it hard to get in 
the finals,” said coach Wally Dyba 
after last Wednesday volleyball 
game against Queen’s which the 
Yeomen lost 3 games to 1.

“This year the top four teams are 
fairly close. If the other teams knock 
each other off we still have a good 
chance.”

The Yeomen won their first match 
15-6 in Kingston but lost the next 
three games 6-15,10-15 and 13-15.

“It looked like we outplayed them 
on videotape but we made too many 
mistakes at crucial times,” said 
Dyba.

t

The volleyball Yeowomen ended 
the first half of their season on a 
winning note, sweeping a best of five 
match 3-0 over the University of 
Toronto last week.

“Sandra Hart and Allanna 
McKendry turned out their usual 
fine performances,” said coach 
Sandy Silver. Silver feels that her

m>
m Full line of Sharp Calculators 
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total office systems ltd.TQS 230 Yorkland Blvd., Willowdale 1493-3575

ROSS STURGE
Systems Consultant

Catalogue at CYSF office

from 5 p.m. to closing 7 days a week- Pietro’s will deliver 
hot pizza or pasta to your doorstep 

at old fashioned prices. For the family at home or 
for a party of any size, call us today at

630*7525 a KQURiENTURE
3725 Keele Street READING WEEK VACATIONS

•UBietroB NEGRIL BEACH - From

$359Return Air From Toronto. Rental Car 
Luxury Villa Accomodation. 
Maid/cook Special 10 Dive Scuba 
Package - Add. $115.Sc Depart Feb. 10/78

- FromCOZUMEL, Mexico

$419Return Air From Toronto. Transfers.

Spaghetti parlour Hotel. Full breakfast Et dinner daily. 
Special 10 Dive Scuba Package - 
Add. $100. Depart. Feb. 13/78

LIMITED SPACE - CALL TODAY

630-2322
Aquaventure Travel Service Ltd. 

816 Sheppard Ave. West, Downsview
C’mon eat happy

(a minimum charge on home delivery)
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classified ads CALL 667-3800• # I

TYP,NG i FOR RENT ' TRAVEL SERVICES
fast. EFFICIENT typist. Same day service. Electric PRIVATE ROOM AVAILABLE as of Jan. 1 in a very 
typewriter Reasonable rates. Carbon copies il desired. large cooperative house 10 minutes north of Steeles 
Call Ellie 494-1148 after 6 p.m. on Keele. For $75.00 a month plus utilities you get a

fireplace, large driveway, big well-equipped kitchen 
and friendly people Days call 667-3201 ask for Ted or 
Denise. Night 6 Weekends call 832-2387

■ - WANTED-

nrmimrr.SERVICES

Mont Ste. Anne 
Killington Vermont 
Smugglers Notch

HARBINGERSKI Dr. J.W. CAPELL
and

Dr. M.L. GROSS
OPTOMETRISTS 
CENTRAL SQUARE 
YORK UNIVERSITY 

667-3700 
By Appointment
\ FOR SALE

FUR COATS AND JACKETS 
USED FROM $25.00.

provides information, con
fidential counselling and 
referrals in the areas of 
Birth Control, Pregnancy, 
Abortion, V.D., Sexuality, 
Drugs/Alcohol, & personal 
problems.

FAST, ACCURATE typing done in my home. Paper 
supplied. Please call Laura 491-1240

Dec. 27-Jan. 1 or Feb. 12-17 
•Bus «Tows «Deluxe Hotels «Tran
sfers «X-country or drive yourself 
Mont. Ste. Anne from $79 p p. quad

READING WEEK

EXPERT TYPING by experienced secretary, feat and 
accurate. I.B.M. electric typewriter. (Eaaays, theses, 
manuscripts, etc.) paper supplied. Call Carole 633- 
1713. (Rnch/Dufferin area). HARBINGER

COMMUNITY SBtVICESEXPERIENCED TYPIST for essays, theses, 
memoranda, factums, fast, accurate, on electric 
typewriter. From 66c. Paper supplied. Call 636-6166 af
ter 11 a.m.

Jamaica $379
Utah $329
Ft. Lauderdale $369

Puerto Rico $489 
Banff 394 

Miami 339
Drop in any time

between 10-6
214 Vanier Residence. 
667-3509 - 667-3632

is looking for volunteers to help 
staff our counseling offices, as 
weM as working on educational 
proyams. Interested in sexuality 
issues lespedaly birth control) 
and health care is important. 
Training provided. For information 
and interviews phone

EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Will do essays, manuscrip
ts, and thesis - electric machine. Rate 75c. Keele - 
Sheppard area. Call Marilyn 635-0662. TALK TRAVEL & TOURS

3701 Chesswood Drive
630-4163

FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS. Call Pam at 438 
5275. Scarborough Area.

Excellent selection. Terrific buys at VILLAGER FURS, 
200 Bloor WestlAvenue Rd.) Entrance thru 2nd level 
store. Thru Travel Agency. 961-2393, 9:30 a.m. - 9p.m. 
Mon. - Fri., Sat. 6 p.m.

TYPING of theses, papers etc. on IBM Selectric. 
Experienced. Excellent results. For information 
423-9010, including evenings

JAN E-SHEPPARD - Fast efficient typing done with 
IBM selectric, 10 yrs. experience, essays, theses, re
ports, etc. IDA, 249-8948 Reasonable rates.

TUTORING AND CONSULATION offered for 
mathematics, statistics and Computer Science. Help 
with your thesis. Call 661 -5670 after 8:00 p.m.

CHRISTMAS FLIGHT. Toronto-Vancouver departure 
December 14 return Jan. 4, departure December 19 
return Jan. 11 twin engine aircraft to help with. Ex
penses $200 return overnight in Winnipeg. Paid stops 
made en route. Telephone 667-1333

667-3509
TUTORING AND CONSULTATION offered for 
Statistics, Data Processing and Calculus. Help with 
your thesis. Call 241-9619 after 7:30 p.m. Mr. Das

ADVENT LOUDSPEAKERS, pair, 3 years old, in ex
cellent condition. Asking $90.00 each. Owner buying 
new loudspeakers. Call Colin at 667-3189 (days) or 1- 
895-7513 (evenings).

or drop in at 214 Vanier Re-

USSR!
"PROFESSIONAL" TYPING done at home for 
essays, terms papers and thesis etc. Electric typewriter 
- 70c. per page. Please supply own paper. 633-3664.

PRIVATE TUTORING available in first year Calculus 
students. Reasonable rates. Some past tests and 
exams also available. Call 783-7167

YORK STAFF MEMBER seeks work. Can tutor 
photography and film, film acting, audio-visual ex
perience. Mechanically able, construction and long 
distance driving experience Call 832-2385 night or 
3227 days.

JAN E-SHEPPARD - Fast efficient typing done with 
IBM selectric, 10 yrs. experience, essays, theses, 
reports, etc. IDA, 249-8948 Reasonable rates.

EVERYTHING FOR THE RECORDER PLAYER.
Sheet music, quality recorders, best selection in town. 
- Recorder Centre, 999 Dovercourt Rd. 534-7932.(MOSCOW

LENINGRAD)
WOMEN'S GROUPS* PROFESSIONAL TYPIST

ASSERTIVE
TRAINING
LEADERSHIP
SKILLS
SEXUALITY
AND HEALTH

WED 1-3 p.m. or 
THURS 12-1 p.m. 
TUES 1-3 p.m. or 

WED 12-1 p.m.

* Prompt Emergency Service
* Paper Provided
* P-U and Delivery
* Plus Copy of Essay
* Phone Norene

KATE BARNARD. ASTROLOGER
$15.00 IPART

TIME
HELP

WANTED
-Car Necessary 

- 6-10 p.m.
- $6.90 per hour
741-9720

Natal charts calculated:
Private or group tutoring: $5.00 per hour.

Available for lectures.
For sale: Play 'N Learn Astrowheel Kits. 
This is a new innovation in astrology, ap
plicable to all levels of astrological 
awareness.
Advanced: Expedites and clarifies cor
relation work.
Beginner: If you are a do-it-yourself 
learner this is just the thing for you. It is 
a complete self-teaching Kit.

For information, 
752-5217

6th Annual Trip: 
March 17-25.1978 

Operated by: 
Lehner Travel Service 
$719 Price Includes:

•AIR TRAVEL 
•ACCOMMODA TION 
•SIGHTSEEING 
•ALL MEALS 
•ALL TRANSFERS 
•ALL GUIDES 
• VISA FEES 
•and even tips and taxes

For more information 
regarding this 

increasingly popular 
adventure:

Phone 9:00 - 5:30

663-9231 FR11-2 p.m.
GROUPS BEGIN THE THIRD WEEK

(24 hr. service)

LET YOUR PROBLEM BE MINE. Twelve years 
typing experience IBM selectric. Bethurst-Lawrence 
area. Call Mrs. Fox 7834358.

IN JANUARY
FOR MORE INFORMATION, 

CONTACT B. BRUMMIT 
667-2519 or DROP BY 

ROOMS 102,103 or 145 B.S.B.
WOMEN'S WORKSHOP 

COUNSELLING AND 
DEVELOPMENT CENTRE

GENERAL TYPING of essays, thesis, etc. Done at 
home. Rush jobs no problems. Call after 4:30 881-8190 

ask for Sharon, pick-up & delivery if necessary.

TAKE MY NUMBER, CALL TONIGHT if you want 
your essays typed just right. Fast, accurate, 
reasonable, Call Mrs Berger - 491-8063. i mm 11
ESSAYS professionally typed. TSc/page. Don Mills- 
Steeles area Phone: Francine Silver 491-9495 CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS TO 

VANCOUVER AND HALIFAX!ESSAYS. THESES. LETTERS, manuscripts, etc. Ex
perienced typist. IBM Bectric. Jane-Steeles area. From 
86c. pet page. Phone Carole, 681-4040.

MINI VAULT
Toronto/Vancouver/Toronto Dec. 20/Jan. 03 and 
Dec. 21/Jan 05 MEN'S GROOMING CENTRE

"THE HAIRCUT 
PLACE"

CENTRAL SQUARE - 661-3234
MON-THUR.

$219. Don't leave your jewellery, 
bonds, cash or other valuables 
lying around Lock them up in 
your own Mini Vault. Only 
$79.95. Call: 222-5449 and ar
range to see it.

UNIVERSITY CITY Keele & finch, nest & efficient 
typist for essaya, these, etc. Call 661 -3730 plus $8.00 tax

Toronto/Halifax/Toronto Dec. 19/Jan. 02 . . $126.
plus $8.00 tax. 364-0339

A COTTAGE RETREAT at Coboconk. Homey, warm, 
clean, fireplace, privacy. Enjoy skiing, snowmobillng or 
juat relaxing in the quiet of the country this winter. 
Wkend from MO. WV from «ISO. LAKESIDE PARK, 
RR# 1 COBOCONK, Ont 1-7004640273.

Contact:
Canadian Universities Travel Service 

44 St. George Street, Toronto
(416) 979-2604

Phone: after 5:30

482-9821 9 a.m. -7 p.m. 
9a.m.-6p.m.FRI.
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By Jeff Rayman
With a mere .66 point difference 

McMaster gymnasts narrowly 
escaped defeat at the hands of the 
Yeowomen at the first junior 
competition of the year.

York, host of the meet, finished 
'£g with an overall score of 94.21. 

McMaster placed first with 94.87. 
Western and U of T came third and 
fourth respectively.

Ann Fardy, who is in ther second 
year of competition with the York 
gymnastic team, took second place 
in the “all-round” category (all four 
events).

Stephanie Holland placed third 
on the uneven bars, Charlene Kelly 
finished third on the balance 
beam, and Mari-Dai Honeywell 
took second place in the floor event.

“It was a good competition for 
the girls. Best placing we've had for 
the junior team”, said coach Natasa 
Bajin.

Each university may enter five 
women in each event, the top three 
scores counting for the team. The 
four events consisted of vaulting, 
floor, balance beam, and the uneven 
bars. Each woman is required to do 
one superior move and three 
medium moves. In comparison, the 
senior team must perform three 

o superior moves and four medium 
|Jj moves.
c Last year, York placed third in 
§ the meet, and assistant coach Larry 
o Bialogrecki said, “with the results 
g so close, it was just a matter of 
2- chance that we lost this year. ’ '

The women have worked very 
hard this year to improve their skills. 
They practise for three hours a 
night, five nights a week.
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Stephanie Holland on uneven bars
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Swimmers win at Mac
“Next time it might be wiser to 

swim to McMaster”, was all swim 
coach Byron MacDonald could say 
after a third of his team was held up 
in traffic and missed the first three 
events in the meet against McMaster 
last Wednesday.

“We have much more depth that 
Mac so we were able to juggle the 
lineup and still easily win the meet 
71-40, winning 9 of 11 events 
swum.”

The highlight of the meet came in 
the sprint 50 yard freestyle when 
Cl AU bronze medallist Gabor Mezo 
made the qualifying standard to 
attend the Canadian Inter-collegiate 
Athletic Union championships 
again this year.

Gabor is one of the best 
sprinters in the country but has 
trouble in the early part of the 
season adjusting to the increased 
workooad,” said MacDonald.

“We were afraid he would have 
to stop his training early to make 
the standard so it is a great relief to 
get it out of the way and renew 
heavy training.”

Also qualifying for the CIAU’s 
was another top Yeomen sprinter, 
Mark Erwin.

Victories for the Yeomen were 
posted by Dave McMullen in the 800 
yard freestyle, Peter Tiidus in the 
200 yard backstroke, Graham Sutch 
in the 200 yard freestyle, Cameron 
Rothery in the 200 yard individual 
medley, Neil Harvey in the 100 
yard freestyle, and Gary 
MacDonald in the 200 yard breast
stroke and 50 yard freestyle.

The medley relay team of Tiidus, 
Harvey, MacDonald and Andy 
Manahan also won.

Tomorrow the Yeomen and 
Yeowomen host the Western 
Ontario Mustangs in Tait McKenzie 
pool beginning at 6:30 p.m.

The number five ranked 
Mustangs will be trying to upset the 
number three ranked Yeomen as the 
Yeomen did last year when they 
were number five and Western was 
number three.

The Yeowomen will meet a stiff 
challenge as the Western women are 
currently the number four ranked 
team in the country.

AiÀW&B
Charlene Kelly takes a leap on the balance beam. She finished third in the 
women's junior gymnastic meet last weekend.

Yeomen top Voyageurs 7-6
By Ian Wasserman The Yeomen went into the game The Yeomen at first had problems 

Last Sunday the Yeomen beat a after a 5-4 losing effort against the U getting on track and Laurentian
stubborn Laurentian Voyageur of T Blues, and managed to regain skated all over them. But after
team 7-6 in OUAA league action. their lost form. sufficient warm-up the York club

came back with two quick goals. 
Steve Faulkner scored at 15:09 and 
then less than a minute later, 
Romano Carlucci scored again.York brass take on 

CHUM's Superstars
fWBiflFi

York opened their lead to two 
goals as a long shot from Chris 
Kostka, went in off Voyageur Lou 
O’Hara’s pad. York got caught a 
minute later with a penalty and the 
Vees came back with another goal.

In the second period both teams 
played good hockey and had good 
scoring chances. In that period 
York’s squad was killing penalties 
and gave up two more goals.

\

Good luck to B-ballersBy John Brunning
This Saturday evening at the Ice 

Palace the upper echelon of York’s 
faculty and administration will don 
their bobbs to meet the CHUM 
“Ordinary Super Stars” in a charity 
hockey game.

The awesome York Collection, 
coached by Nobby Wlrkowskl,. 
includes such familiars as Prez Ian 
(Lanny) MacDonald, former Argos 
Frank Costentino and Dick 
Aldridge, and Yeomen hockey 
coach John Marshall.

CHUM’s mid-morning messiah, 
John Gilbert will direct the “Super 
Stars” who include Keith Anderson, 
Chuck Bridges, and Eddie “The 
Entertainer” Shack.

“John Gilbert has one hell of a 
show and speaks well”, said the 
jocular Wirkowski, “but words 
won’t win the game. We are going to 
womp them.” When-asked about 
the threat of a former N.H.L. star 
on the CHUM team, Wirkowski 
said they would “set up a detour and 
off-track Shack.”

Humanities prof Micheal Créai 
refused to leak any information of 
the club’s strategy, but said, “This is 
top-secret stuff. We have many 
psychiatric advisors on the team.” 
Psychology profs include Stephen 
Fleming, Clarry Lay, and Paul 
Stager, who in preparation for the 
contest, rumor has it, have been 
studying the mental effects of bobb 
skates on white mice.

James Laxer, a political science 
prof, has been studying right and 
left wing strategics, but may play 
down the middle during the game.

By Bruce Gates
Using games this week against 

Brock and Erindale, and next week 
against Laurier, the basketball

Parting shots: Give yourself a 
break from studying next Friday 
night and come watch the Yeomen 
tangle with Laurier at the Tait 
McKenzie building. It’s their last 
home date before January 6 when 
they play Guelph... As we go to 
press, the Yeomen have played a 
total of 10 games in which they’ve 
outscored their opponents 945 to 
738.

I Yeomen Aidan Flatley got a goal 
in the period to keep the score close, Yeomen will be able to tune up their

scoring machine for two Christmas
time tournaments in Western 
Canada.

but Laurentian took the lead again 
late in the period.

The third period belonged to 
York as they outplayed and out- 
skated the tiring Vees.

York tied the score on a penalty 
shot, one of the rarest occasions Klondike Classic
in university hockey, Gary Gill, from December
designated to take the shot, went for 27-30, followed
a quick move and beat out the Vees January 2-4 by the

Basketball Classic 
at the University 
of Calgary. “Who 
the Yeomen will 
play at those tour
naments hasn’t 
been decided yet,” 
said coach Bob 
Bain.

1/
Yeomen’s first stop will be the 

University of EdmontonIt
F mm •L

netminder.
It was only 40 seconds later, 

however, when the Voyageurs came 
down the ice to jump out in front 
again. But the Yeomen were not to 
be counted out of the game as one 
minute and one second later, Chris 
Lawrence’s wrist shot tied up the 
score again. Seven minutes later, 
Glenn Wagner scored what turned 
out to be the winning goal.

H. Ian Macdonald becomes a left
winger for a day.

Costentino assures us that the 
team will usea “passingoffense.”

MacDonald, who Wirkowski said 
is the team’s “scoring ace”, is 
having problems putting the puck in 
the net this year. “I feel like Gordie 
Howe”, MacDonald said, “but 
overall the team is playing well for 
octogenarians.”

The York Collection will play the 
M.P.P.s at Maple Leaf Gardens 
Wednesday to prepare for the 
weekend game.

The proceeds from the Collection 
of All Stars game will go into 
CHUM’s “Christmas Wish”, the 
largest yuletide charity drive in 
Metro.

Miss Canada, Catherine Swing, 
will drop the puck at 9:00 p.m. 
Saturday, with Jay Nelson calling 
the play-by-play.
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r»:JX yBut whoever 
they do play,
Excalibur wishes 

It was then up to the Yeomen to them well. And 
fend off the Voyageurs. With time since this is the last 
ticking away the Vees got only one issue 
good chance but were stopped by Christmas break,
Steve Bosco in the York net. we’d like to extend

The team has finished the first our season’s greet- 
part of their season, with 3 win and 3 ings to all the 
losses. This weekend York travels to players, staff and 
Bowling Green in Ohio to take on fans. So here’s to 
the Falcons. Also over the Xmas 
break they will take part with Have
Guelph and Laurier in the Union Christmas, and a
College tournament in Schnectady, happy and win- 
New York on December 29 and 30.
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you Yeomen!
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ning New Year!


